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Denver, Colo., July 3. IncorporaIncorporation papers were filed to-Washington, D. C. July 3. With
Folsom, July 3. George Jamison,
That at least one railroad of the
Detroit, Mich., July 3. Half a dozday in the office of Territorial Sec- imposing ceremonies the granite mon- tion papers were filed yesterday at one of the three Jamison brothers, en women were injured and many
is doing all in its power to
Territory
retary Nathan Jaffa ay the J. A. Ware ument erected in this city as a me- Denver by the San Luis Southern surrendered to the authorities saying frightened to the point of collapse
aid
the
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Construction Company of St. Loufs, morial to Major Franklin Stephenson Railway Company, which will build a tbafc he did 1h"e
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quarters at Tucumcari, Quay county. was uuveiled today. President Taft Denver and Rio Grande Railroad in stone,, western Union county, in which The building was literally jammed new and desirable settlers, is eviThe incorporators and directors are was the principal speaker.
Southern Colorado, to Questa, in Taos Deputy Sheriff Kent was killed and with people and hundreds of women denced by the letter this morning
J. Allen Ware, 148 shares; Christian Corporation Tax Amendment Passes. county, later
expecting to extend the special Deputy Williams was wound- were on the second floor looking for received by Section Director of the
F.' Schneider 1 share; and Dorsey A.
Washington, D. C, July 3. By a railroad to Taos and Embudo. The ed by being shot through the abdo 'bargains." Suddenly some one cried
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The votes were taken just before ad- furnish transportation facilities
to be dying.
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President Edward T. Jeffery Takes
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hoard of trustees of the New Mexico
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The Senators were slow in gather- acres of land in Southern Colorado
necessary outfits,
Time to Deny Rumors Published
Museum has been in session several
New Mexico, including LACK OF A NICKEL
in Denver Papers.
ing and Aldrich was one of the first and Northern
namely the rain gauges, was entirely
times this week considering plans for in his seat. As soon as routine busi- the old Costilla grant
borne by the railroad company who of
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the immediate preparation of lue Old ness
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he called up the tarNew York, July 3 Edward T. Jef- course also furnished the transportaPalace for museum purposes. .Pro- iff billpermitted,
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Refused Telephone Service, to
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necessity
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would not agree and this would be of Northern New Mexico with the idea discovered that his barn was burn- in securing desirable
private business," said Mr. Jeffery. ing
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of purchasing the interests of the St. ing and hastened to the nearest tele- - "And the duties of his office will be data, regarding temperature, rainfall,
yesterday. Attorney General Clancy measure when came the time to
Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific phone to summon the fire department, taken over by Charles H. Schlacks, etc., at points along its line of railroad
says that Chapter 22, of the Session enact an income tax bill.
Railroad Company, the holding com- The girl told him to drop a nickel and vice president, at Denver. Aside this for the purpose of being fully
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Clark and John Haltzell,
ens,
ters at Roswell and will issue five president, might appoint only Repub
lished stations at Solano, Tucumcari,
the three railroad brakemen who
series of stock, at $10 per share, the licans to office. This brought a laugh NO SESSION LAWS
Duran, Tularosa, Alamogordo,
to the government's
total capitalization to be $100,000 and from Sherman, who was presiding.
Santa Rosa, Carrizozo. Oscura
But Kate Powers Also Tried pleaded guilty
COLORADO
IN
of
charges
conspiracy to violate the and El Paso.
The resolution of Culberson was rethe surplus $100,000.
and Chinese exclusion
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Went at it Right.
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to serve six
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months each in the Bridewell prison was anxious to secure
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today. The three testified for the gov- - along its route having in mind the
the International Association of Ac- come tax question was brought up in
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It
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Colo.,
Denver,
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That ernment in the prosecution of Bob
San Francisco, Calif., July
cident Insurance Writers Convention the Senate this morning and an agree- necessity of informing prospective
ment reached to vote at one o'clock Possible that the Colorado Bar Asso- Kate Powers is not doomed to die by Leung, the El Paso Chinese merchant settlers of actual, existing conditions.
at Niagara rails, this month.
her own hand is the conviction of the and Joseph Parra and Carlos Sevedra, The El Paso & Southwestern
on Monday and Senator Brown's res- - elation ana me Denver sur
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laws
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eral Assembly.
the last three years. Her favorite and Sevedra were acquitted. The last tling purposes. The .company did not
Jose Gallegos, Andres Romero, B. C. tion of an income tax.
have not been published yet and method is chloroform which route she two left for El Paso
today, to stand desire to bring immigration to points
Speer, Vicente Archuleta, Santiago
times. Four
lawyers are at their wits' ends what has tried thirty-fivon
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direct
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charge of vio where conditions were not favorable
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chuleta and Ramon Romero vs. Manlating
suits,
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ter disappointment and
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tried hanging herself unsuccessfully.
would meet the newcomer. - CommunLuz Duran. The Injunction restrains
is
to
know what
clients would like
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ication with the weatner bureau was
defendants from interfering with the Preliminary to the Opening of the the law. The last legislature made a
Great Association Convention
again started, this time the railroad
TIME
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cutting of timber by B. C. Speer on
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number of amendments.
on Monday.
,
agreeing to establish the necessary
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liora del Rosarlo San Fernando y
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Saves
said
Pedro
Home Coming of
sauabbles at the state house is
expense providing the weather bureau
Santiago Land Grant situated beOne Man From Hanging and AnDenver, Colo., July 3. The opening t0 be responsible for the failure to
would furnish one of their men to
tween the Truchas and Quemado riv- activities of the National Education- - have the session laws out within three Eight Men, Six of Whom Are Under
other From Penitentiary.
'
era.
superintend the work of installation.
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Death Sentence Will Get a
al Association took place today when months of the adjournment of the as- Reappear As
Zacatecas, Mex., July
a result, Mr. Lane was designated
in
the
Suit for divorce was filed
New Trial.
the National Educational Council met sembly.
ing at his home in the nick of time, and instructed to
proceed with the
district court for San Juan county, by and heard reports from all over the
Ormen.
When
Pedro Ortiz saved two
work.
Allison Miller vs. Julia A. Miller, to United States on subjects assigned
he
several
case
3.
The
tiz
years ago
disappeared
Jackson, Tenn., July
Forty-SiENTIRE FAMILY
Stations Established.
whom he was married 45 years ago, last year. The
of eight night riders, six of whom was last seen with Ramon Sarate and
today is only
meeting
The railroad company is now reIs
giv-ein 1864. Abandonment in 1901
TRAMP
BY
Asfound
was
are under death sentence for the niur- Bibanio Lira. Later a body
MURDERED
preliminary to the sessions of the
ceiving accurate reports from the
as reason for the application.
der of Captain Quentin Rankin, at ' believed to be that of Ortiz. His
sociation proper, whicn begin on Monmany
points along its line, the staJudge McFie today dissolved the day.
Year
Lodge October 29, last, was pinions were convicted of his murder, tions being looked after by its own
Farmer, His Wife and Eighteen
temporary injunction granted Benja
Old Daughter Fall Victims
reversed by the supreme court today Sarate was sentenced to hang and men. Thus by
data Is
min F. Pankeyin his suit against
and the cases remanded for trial.
Robber.
to
Lira to prison. Ortiz returned as the being secured which Is of incalculable
Ortiz et al., residents of Gato COURT HOUSE
sentence was about to be executed
value to th&El Paso & Southwestern
Aberdeen, S. D., July 3 J. C.
teo who have planted crops on a
REWARDED
as well as' to the weather bureau.
Christie, a farmer near here, his wife LEADER OF
tract of land near Galisteo, which the
and daughter 18 years old, were murThe stations established are at the
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plaintiff claims as part of the Eaton Receives Presents
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Gould.
murder was committed in an attempt Mexican Authorities Make What Is
Tucumcari,
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before he can proceed with the suit.
to
get a large sum of money.
Yuma, Ariz., July 3. A second Tanos, Santa Rosa, Pastura, Vaughn,
A verbal encounter between AttorBelieved to be an Important
coroner's inquest here today over the Duran, Torrance, Corona, Gallinas,
New York, July 3. There ure
neys E. A. Fiske and Thomas B. CaNear Arizona Line.
remains supposed to be those of Sir Tecolote, Ancho, Coyote, Carrizozo,
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PENITENTIARY.
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Arthur
Cowell Stepney, Barnoet of Capitan, Oscura, Three Rivers, Tulacrewhere
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Clemmons
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E. McFie, yesterday afternoon,
El Paso, Texas, July 3. In the ar- London, showed that the man came rosa, Alamogordo, Clondcroft, Escon-didMrs. E. M. Brideford, convicted of
ated a flurry for a while. Both gen- Gould was given a decree of separa
Orogrande, Newman, Norla, Cotlemen called each other names that tion from her husband who have re- burglary, was sentenced at Tomb- rest at La Pasa, across the Arizona to his death because of the extreme
two
border, of Francisco Durano, the Mex- - heat coupled with a weak heart, in lumbus, Hachita, Pratt and Rodeo.
it would be libelous to 'print but did ceived presents from Mrs. Gould. An stone, Arizona, to serve a term of
stead of the execessive use of alcohol Those in Arizona are: Tombstone,
not come to blows as was momentarily elevator attendant today received a years In the Territorial prison ctm.
auuiunuco vuhvo wiv;
- gold mounted
as the first lnouest determined. No Fairbanks, Lewis Springs, Hereford.
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RESPONSE.
(By Alice E. Allen.)
Here in the moonlight soft and clear
I kiss my flowers good night
The roses that you gave me, dear,
blossoms,
pink and
white,
Wine-red- ,
deep crimson,
gold
Against my lips each one I hold.
Half-opene-

SHOE

To Attend Our Gigantic

d

1

sun-burne- d

careful

All

Sweet petals, careless, brush my face
A leaf falls through my hands,
A white bud closes with snow grace-- No
blossom fully understands
fire-reaMy thought, save one this

women use

Mill Outlet Sale
It

will

prove a remarkable money saver to Yoa

Thousands of choice Remnants direct from the Mills

d

.Tac

III

i.4

b

rw;

i

1.

Who bends his head, and kisses back.

I.J

IAIN

Saw Mill Starts Up The Poe saw
mill, near Mountain Park, Otero coun
ty, in the Sacramento mountains, re
It is
B sumed operations this week.
I
out
feet
10,000
daily.
turning
Nuanes Held for Grand Jury Pro- copio Uuanes was held m $10,000 bond
for the grand jury at Albuquerque on
the charge of robbing and assaulting
Mrs. Goldie Majoribanks of San Mar-cia- l.

b

X

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS.

TO GOOD

$4.00 SHOES

WE BELIEVE OUR
ARE THE BEST

$4.00

SH0ES 0N EARTH

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
are
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

On notes, diamonds

Win. FARAH

at SALMON Store!

Begins Saturday Morning

JONE

-

MO.

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

Contract for Another Cottage T. Z.
Winter, the Plaza merchant, today let
to Contractor August Rheingardt, tne
contract for a two and a half story,
eight room cottage, on Capitol street,
facing the Capitol Park.
Held for the Grand Jury S. D.
Camp, Otero county, In a dispute with
"Fatty" Wells, over a desert claim,
which Camp claimed Wells had jumped, discarded his gun after Wells had
slapped him in the face. Camp was
held under $500 bond.

SHOES-MAKIN-

rat rials

Sc!d and Recommended bar

house.
KNoV

This

friends."
- PRICE 80c

Hotel Turned Into Boarding House
The Hotel Alamogordo at Alamogor- do, has been bought by Mrs. Bertha
B. Neal from J. A. McKay and has
turned it into a high class boarding

e?w WIST

BM

ffor from
yere headaches, and all diseases due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
I find HerFalls, Tex. writes: corrective
I
oine the best liver
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my

Household Furniture For Sal- eHousehold
furniture, including a
piano, for sale at 201 East Palace ave
nue. Inquire of Mrs. A. L. Morrison,

"NOW"
Shoe"
$4 00

TRAD!

Jr.

Xm

4

II

lemons. With the aid of a large darnwas drawn
ing needle, a piece of cord
lemon
whereupon each
through each
suspended a
Raton
the
delegation
of
1
lemon from the lappel of his coat,
wearing the same in token of defeat.
The delegation presented a unique
as it left the Palace hotel
deThursday night on the way to the
pot and home. The last heard of it, the
SOLE AGENTS FOR
members were singing a touching ballad the end of the chorus being someInsane Man Escapes C. W. R. Dob-bynabout solving a riddle and windthing
the insane railroader, who was ing up with: "Tell us why we picked
committed to the insane asylum re- - a lemon in the Capitol Seat where
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
; cently from this city, made his escape
but plums ought to grow?"
nothing
from that institution at Las Vegas.
Hour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Dobbyns had been in the penitentiary
f!
for safekeeping to answer the charge
of malicious destruction of railroad
property at Raton.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
Baptized in Bath Tub Being unable to secure a place where he could
baptize a convert to his church. Rev.
H. B. Robison of the First Christian
church, of El Paso, converted a bath
WATCHES
DIAMONDS
tub into a baptistry last Sunday af Girl of Six Months had Fearful
ternoon at Cloudcroft, Otero county,
Attack of. Eczema
Spread All,
tfie-uver Her race ana tyes Began to
as&
RIGHT PRICES
.
Eye Totted and
Swell -S- cratched Till
Croft for the summer with her father.
Blood
Boy Drinks Carbolic Acid Yester-daFitted By
Came
Relieved in a Night and RIGHT GOODS
afternoon, the two and a half vear
-RIGHT SERVICE
old son of Robert Brown at Albuquer
Method..
que, drank part of a vial of carbolic CURED BY CUTICURA
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
acid, dropping the acid over his
346 8an Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
AFTER LONG SUFFERING
limbs as the liquid burned his
mouth and tongue. The boy will recover, half a dozen physicians being
"When my little girl was six months
summoned within a few minutes and old I noticed
small red spots on her
right cheek. I did not
taking the proper remedial measures.
pay any attention to
them but finally the
spots grew so large
NORTHWEST NEW
that I sent for the doc- wno said it was
MEXICO PROSPEROUS
'
i'.
rineworm. Henro-scnbed an ointment
Extensive Development and Growth
which I used for two
weeks, but instead of
Predicted for San Juan, Rio
helping the eruption,
Arriba and Taos Counties.
the ointment seemed
to make it worse. Then I went to a
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- second
doctor who after
the
'
has returned from an official trip baby said it was eczema. examining
He also gave
which took him to San Juan, Rio Ar- me an ointment which did not help
San Juan either. The disease in the meantime
riba and Taos counties.
all over the face and the eyes
'
is
forward
to a big spread
county
looking
began to swell. I became very anxious.
fruit crop, he says, and good times The itching grew intolerable. I had to
tie the
hands to the cradle to
appear to be ahead and unusual devel prevent baby's
her scratching. The cheeks
opment. Ia Rio Arriba county proswere covered with blood and it was a
sight to see. I consulted docperity is apparent. Sheepmen are get terrible
tors from
to December, but
ting good prices for wool, and sheep they were September
unable to cure the baby. I
and lamb buyers from Colorado, are paid out from twenty to thirty dollars
on deck in full force. Much is expect- - without relief.
" One of my friends told me of the
SKIPPING THE BAD ONES
ed from the predicted development of Cuticura Remedies
and I sent at once
the Tierra Amarilla grant by its new for a set which I began to use that evenA
owners. In Taos county, there is ing. The next morning the baby's face
was all white instead of red and you can
evidence on every side of impending
imagine how surprised I was. I cannot
growth. Denver capital is coming into find words enough to praise Cuticura
the county and many real estate trans- - and I doof not know whatforwould have
become my baby only
it. I used
. actions are
taking place, including the the Cuticura Remedies until the eczema
proposed sale of the Martinez grant entirely disappeared. The child is now
years old and quite well. I used
of 65,000 acres, which is to be col three cakes
of Cuticura Soap, two boxes
three
onized and fully developed. However, of Cuticura Ointment and
one bottle of
there is great dryness and rains would Cuticura Resolvent and I never use any
other
soap. I always recommend them
be opportune at this time.
Whenever there is a chance for doing so.
will
send you one of her pictures
I
whioh she had taken just after she was
TOOK DEFEAT
healed. Mrs. P. E. Gumbin, Sheldon.
Ia., July 13, 1908.".,
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Chickens

International Stock Food

LEO HERSCH

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10a
San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only up - to - date store In Santa Fe.

ITCHING

WAS INTOLERABLE
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3 CARS FLOUR 3
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy
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I 111
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Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
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WEICONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA FE

Co.

Telephone

No. 40

d
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CALL

Ap SEE

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated
China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

r

r

YOU CAN'T MAKE

MISTAKE
BY BUYING YOUR1

6ARDEN TOOLS &

.

a. SfMT7
apiij

MANUFACTURER

Al WAV
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JSr&JL
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Corn Meal

Plaza, Santa Fe.

n

JEWERELY

1 IV Ul

Winter 6rocery

H C. VONT7

JEWELER

POULTRY NETTING

GOOD NATUREPLY

The members of the Raton bunch
of boosters who came here in an effort
to secure Judicial headquarters for
Raton, though disappointed over their
defeat, nevertheless showed the proper
spirit in taking their medicine with all
due grace. One of their number hied
himself to a local grocery store
and purchased a goodly supply of

Cuticura Soap (25c). Ointment

(SOft.),

OF US

Resolvent

(60c.), and Chocolate Coated Pills (25c). are Bold
throughout tho world. Potter Drug & Chem. Corp,
Bole Props.. 137 Columbus Ave., Boston.
VMaJlea Free, Cuticura Book on Skin blseuet

Our Goods and Prices are Right
LAWN MOWERS AND LAWN SPRINKLERS

FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK

Phone
No 14

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS OTTO RETSCH.

.

In n flint nf haaHc nrl fnr raacnnahlo rnct vniruill find
this STORE. Medicines to give right results must be

right. Buy Medicines here and you get all the advant- -

criptionno matter how simple or complex that allsoour
customers have depended uponthey find us right-will you,
::
:- -:

:- -:

:-

:- -:

:-

H AR D WAR E CO.

ZOOK'S
PHONE NO. 213
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SATURDAY, JULY 3, 1909.

(Homestead Entry No. 7992.)
Notice for Publication.
Department or tne interior,
U. S. Land Office
Santa Fe, N. M., June 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that
Vigil of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on July 26, 1904, made Homestead
Entry (010493) No. 7992, for E

Sefe--rin- o

1-- 2

lot

3, Sec. 24, Township 18 N, Range
10 E, N. M. P. Meridian has filed no-

tice of Intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the reg
ister ana receiver at Santa Fe. N. M..
on the 28 of July, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Beatrlz Vigil,
Da-mia-

n

Montoya, Manuel Sais y Cres- pin, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.
NOTICF.
Notice Is hereby given, that a meet-in- ?
nf rhp ctnpkhnlilpra rf tha Maro
Mexico Central Railroad Company,
will be held at the general offices of
said company In the city of Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico, on Wednesday the 7th day of July, 1909, for
the purpose of electing directors of
said company, and for the transaction
of any other business that may be
brought before the meeting; said
meeting being called in pursuance of
wwUU uuiu yji. mo
Ijaws OI
New Mexico, 1897. vuiupueu
ROBT. LAW,

President

GET TO USING

or of corn husks were
of
found to contain various kinds
VALUED DISCOVERY
man.
medicine
medicines
used
the
In
by
More
Fe.
Like
This
Santa
Plenty
One of the pouches was a red corn
Scores of Santa Fe people can tell
husk, the color Indicating that it. had
Doan's
Pills.
about
you
Many
Kidney
at
one time contained something used
a happy citizen makes a public state-meINDIAN
OF
in
offering sacrifice to the gods of
of his experience.
Here is a
war and lending further strength to
case of it. What better proof of merit
the conclusion that the owner of the
can be had than such endorsement?
outfit was a warrior as well as a
Benito Romero, San Francisco St.,
the pouches
medicine man. Amid
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I made a
one decdiminutive
two
were
shields,
some
five
statement for publication
arrow
heads
of
with
orated
paintings
years ago in which I gave an account
a
to
and
the
other
painted
represent
of my suffering from backache, due
two
the
these
crescent
and
zenith,
to weak kidneys, and told how Doan's
articles being undeniably offerings
Kidney Pills, which I procured at
to the gods of war, which the InBurrows'
and
store,
drug
Stripling
held to be two in number and
dians
brought me the first relief. I sufin size.
diminutive
E
loins
across
and
fered from pain
my
A Clay Altar.
kidneys for over a year. Sometimes
With
found In the large
articles
the
noon
I would work until
and then on
but
case
not Inside the
of
account of my kidneys and back would
Find 18 Of Especial In- - case was matting
also found a mound shaped
piece of clay, which appeared as
terest to Students of
day. I tried plasters but they brought
it were an altar. It is dotted
though
me no relief whatever. Two boxes of
with white and black spots, and in
Archeaology
Doan's Kidney Pills cured me and
it have been bored five holes, which
though I have on a few occasions nowere probably used for placing someFe
A
has
Santa
Just
ticed a slight return of the trouble,
jeweler
therein. In the center hole at
thing
this remedy had always brought brought to light a most interesting the
a piece of scalp lock was
top
scicnfrom
at
same
a
the
time,
prompt and satisfactory relief. I can'an'l
is thought by parties who
found.
It
valu-who
call to mind a number of my friends jtiftc standpoint, an exceedingly
versed in Indian lore that the arare
is
iu
have on my advice, used Doan's alle discovery. The discovery
ticle was used in legerdemain.
Kidney Pills for kidney complaint the nature of a collection of IndianA piece of cloth found in the colrelics comprising the outfit uiiqucsand have been made well by them."
at once attracts great atlection,
of
a
member
owned
Rn'tionably
by
Fnr Rale hv nil dealers. Prlre
of the extreme finetention
because
InitiFoster-Milburcents.
f!o.. Buffalo .1 some Indian tribe who was an
ness of its texture. It is of cotton
two
Indians
the
of
of
fraternities
New York, sole agents for the United ;ate
the medicine fraternity and the war- - and is a snleiidid example of the
States.
rior
fraternity. The articles must Indian art of weaving clotn. ine
Remember the name Doan's and
have lain buried for hundreds of piece found is of the kind the Intake no other.
years, this fact making them of es- - dians wove before the coming of the
Spanish into Xew Mexico, over three
pecial value and interest.
It Is an admitted fact that reav
hundred years ago. The cloth was
Found in Torrance County.
tate, financial men and merchants all
that used as ceremonial
probably
was
made about
The unearthing
cloth.
say that quickest and best results are two miles
of
Dios in the
obtained by advertising In the New southwesternnorth ofOjo
of this most
Such is the make-ucoun
Torrance
part
Mexican.
ty, township One, range five east, interesting collection which is now
N. M. P. M.
The foreman of a ranch the property of H. C. Yontz, a San
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and at that place by the name of F. L. Francisco street jeweler in Santa Fe.
Diarrhoea Remedy Would Have
Barka accidentally made the discov- - ' The news of its discovery has already
a large number of scientists
. Saved Him $100,00.
erj while wandering about curiously excited
"In 1902 I had a very severe attack but
energetic efforts have been made
carelessly examining parts
of diarrhoea," says R. N. Farrar of the gypsum beds which lie on
part to secure possession of it for the
Cat Island, La., "For several weeks I of the ranch. The articles discovered National Museum at Washington, as
was unable to do anything. On March were lying in a cave in the gypsum well as by others for various scien- But the collection
IS, 1907, I had a similar attack, and beds, covered over by the debris of,titic institutions.
y
took Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera a rat's nest which some one had pre-- '
t0 remain in Santa Fe as the
and Diarrhoea Remedy which gave
set on fire. In raking over ent owner is unwilling to part with
itme prompt relief. I consider it one the ashes of the
He, however, intends to loan it
destroyed nest the
of the best medicines of its kind in collection of relics was found intact to '"e American bcliooi ot Arcnae- the world, and had I used it in 1902 but a large Indian bow had been re- - "'gy which is soon to open its doors
believe it would have saved me a hun- duced to ashes and when an attempt i the capital city or iew Mexico.
dred dollar doctor's bill. Sold by all was made to nick it un it fell to
ery shortly the cave In which the
was found is to be cleaned
collection
druggists.
a
In
all probability
number
pieces.
of arrows were with it but had been out to a greater depth, it being be- It is an admitted fact that rear es- totally consumed by fire. Judging Ueved that many more valuable In- relics lie buried.
tate, financial men and merchants all from the ashes the bow was fully six
obtained by advertising In the New feet in length. A large piece of oak
A book on
Rheumatism,
by Dr.
say that quickest and best results are neatly trimmed and slightly curved,
of Racine, Wis., tells some
was
a
somewhat
bow
Snoop,
s e
Mexican.
resembling
i
found but barely scorched. This piece Pin truths, and in a plain and prac-i- t
tical way. Get this booklet and a
is claimed was a
If people with simptoms of kidney
trial treatment of Dr. Shoop"s
free
who
for
the bow, but other parties
or bladder trouble could realize their
Rheumatic
since
have
it
seen
it
maintain
that
Remedy for some disheart- danger they would without loss of
in your vicinity. Make
ened
sufferer
is
a weaving stick
time commence taking Foley's Kidney
and
a
appreciative friend of
grateful
A Unique Collection
Remedy. This great remedy stops th,
The main r.niiontinv. t.nn,oar c nt some one who is discouraged because
pain and the irregularities, strength-eu- s
ana Duiias up these organs and me greatesc interest ana important..: of the failures of others to help him
"""'
there is no danger of Bright's disease It consists of an outfit that declares
help your
or other serious disorder. Do not at once to any one familiar with In- - certainly Stripling-Burrows
Co.
Sold at
disregard the early symptoms. Sold dians and their customs, that it was.
"
the property of an Indian medicine
by all druggists.
man who besides belonging to the BRIDE-TO-B- E
KILLED
medical fraternity was also a war-- i
of buckskin

CASE AFTER CASE.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,
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Santa Fe Jeweler
Secures Interesting
Collection

,

Vv. hi

7

$vt

For all Coughs and Colds,
Diarrhoea, both in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There is no more efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil
than the) INTERNATIONAL.

Ivffc

Aw

tuserlntendenl

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

n

ALBUQUERQUE

-

J

of"d

Best

ates from star.dard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
COL. IAS. W. WlLLtON,

j

They Are The

I

address.

p

THE

p.y Vfi.

a

NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Val!ey the garden
of
West
the
at an elevation of 3,700
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Ohicersnd Instructors, all gradu-

pres-viousl-

Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

;

numbers.

I

SCHOOLS:

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

'ROOM AND BOARD AT THE
TJISTX--

V

ERSITY

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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These remedies can be found

,

For Sale by all Druggists and

Dealers

In

t

,

Medlclns

'

Compounded

Solely, By

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
OF NEW MEXICO.

Central New Mexico

VT'iT

"7 7

,
i

roadster; &: touring cars

Eck-wove-

teMiln

fH

If you

are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passenger Roadster, do not buy a car until you have inspected our
J909 Models. The wonderful performances of this car over New
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 .miles on high
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.
f

For Demos iration
call Upon

EARL MAYS,
Palace Ave.
Santa Fe, N. M.

102 E.

FORD

wait-cas-

s

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

-

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions.
Complete
courses
are
offered
in
College
Agriculture, in Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco-

-

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
. '
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

-

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE
PINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

CHAS. CLOSSON.

3.

W.
527 San

inM

and

i

weio uisu uaeu ill uttuuuig,
j
Subscribe for th Lry New Mexl- Belongings of a Warrior.
A number of pouches made either can and get the news.
r.

igi&rg- Francisco Street

Mn Wares

anil

Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals.
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gem.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

ONLY T

"

course.

W. E.

All Tar la of the World-

.

AGENCY

I

Oil

TO

!

j
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General Express Forwarders

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
ITIMnPP TRAIN
wn..
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
on Her way to Visit Fiance When Payable
Throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico
Hurled Into Eternity by
and all Foreign Countries.
Passenger,

nor. inis tact is maae eviaeni ny
the two miniature shields found
the Was
among the articles composing
medical outfit. All of the articles
were found enclosed in a case made
from matting which the Indians had' Greely, Colo., July 3. Esther
the case being at one time a Und, 19 years old, of Peckham. who
large piece tied at both ends, but waa t0 have become the bride of Allen
when found had been broken in two. j, Shattuck of Greeley, July 1, was
The material used to weave the case)gitruck an(j
by a xjnion Pacific
is of a species of the Yucca plant,' passenger train. Miss Ecklund
known in New Mexico as
tempted t0 crosjg ln front 0f the train
amole. Upon opening the case a large and her body was hurled sixty feet
variety of feathers were found which from tfae traCkgi Jn company wlth a
were used by the Indians in making
gister Misg Eckund had
plume offerings to the gods. The Inthjj ranch Qf hep par.
dians used to plac e
&ni
charleg Kcklund tQ
the ground or stick them in other con- take the
was
m
wait
and
ing
venient places and then breath a
does not
This
train
to
Greeley.
believed
prayer upon them. They
and in
unless
Peckham
flagged
at
that the spirit of the feather would stop
on
station
the
at
standing
employe
then ascend to the gods bearing their
was
of the track
signaling
petitions. Some red and some white the left side
were
paints were also contained in the the train to stop. The girls and
it was
wrapped neatly in small pieces ing on the left side also,
almost
was
upon
These
of buckskin.
paints were not until the train
- them that the young woman remem-ingor
paintsand
in
the
dry
used
making
on the floor of the ceremonial bered that she had to get on on the
chambers at the time of initiating right hand side,
candidates into the different fraterni- - Knowing that the train stops but a
ties as for instance into the mystery few seConds and fearing that she
of medicine.
would not have time to go around by
A reed about twelve inches long the rear, Miss Ecklund became conformed part of the collection being fused and started to cross in front of
the instrument used by the Indian the engine.
medicine man in the preparation of,
a medicine water used during the;
jfe Saved,
B0y8
ceremony of the order. These afore-- !
My uttle boy, four years old, had a
mentioned articles were together done severe attack of dysentery. We had
up in a small grass mat which re- two physicians; both of them gave
case.
him up. We then gave him Chamber- posed in the large
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Collection.
of
Human Scalo Part
Another small grass mat, tied at remedy which cured him and believe
each end with a ribbon of grass, when that saved his life. William H.
is
opened, disclosed a piece of human Stroling, Carbon Hill, Ala. There
the
savss
no
this
this
doubt but
remedy
scalp, and a lock of human hair,
unquestionably indicating that the- lives of many children each year. Give
medicine man to whom the outfit be- it was castor oil according to the
longed was also a warrior. Being a plain printed directions and a cure
member of the two fraternities he is certain. For sale by all druggists.
naturally placed his valuables of each
fraternity in one case, just as anyone MILLIONAIRE GOES TO
PENITENTIARY FOR PERJURY,
nowadays might place his various
collections in the same treasure box.
The preserving of a piece of human San Francisco, July 3. Under a
scalp was an Indian custom very re- decision rendered by the state sua
used
B.
William
Bradbury,
preme court
ligiously kept, the scalp being
in ceremonies. It was the belief of millionaire, must serve one year for
the Indian that when the scalp of an perjury. He was sentenced for giv- enemy was taken, that enemy in the ing false testimony In a suit, involvother world at once became a friend ing land in Marin county,
mm
"
of the slayer and that when the scalp
the
was used ln the rain ceremony
Foley's Honey and Tar not only
former enemy would help to bring stops chronic coughs that weaken
the constitution and develop into con- rain.
A number of eagle plumes also had sumption, but heals and strengthens
replace in the collection, these being the lungs. It affords comfort and
of
chronic
cases
worst
mediin
lief
the
used by the medicine man in
cine ceremonies for appeals to the bronchitis, asthma, hay fever and
Zooic gods. Such feathers as these lung trouble. Sold by all druggists.
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i lite Goods
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGESdaiii a. F WAI TER
Editor and President.
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JOHN K. STAUFFER,
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Dally per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
63
mail
Daily, per month, by
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

$2.75

to 400 feet higher than the Truchas.
To the lover of alpine attractions, of
mountain climbing, there, is perhaps,
no spot on the entire continent, which
so close to it offers such a large
number and variety of easily accessible peaks towering above the clouds
and upon which snow may be found
the year around, where even in July
and August, a snow storm may be

2.00
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Subscribe for the New Mexican.
Shoop who first told us it was wrong
to drug a weak or failing Stomach,:
Heart or iviuneja. nia yicov;t".i"
Dr. Shoop's Restorative is directed
straight for the cause of these ailments these weak and faltering Inside nerves.
This, no doubt clearly
explains why the Restorative has of
late grown so rapidly in popularity.
Druggists say that those who test
OF SANTA FE.
the Restorative even for a few days
soon become fully convinced of its
The oldest banking institution in New Mexico. Established
wonderful merit. Anyway, don't drug
..
in 1670.
the organ. Treating the cause of
sickness is the only sensible and sucR. J. PALEN, President.
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
cessful way. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
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writing
just
cluding one of the best binderies in
3anta Fe's. climatic
July observance is far preferable to emphasize again
a
vast
that
comes
the
Climatological
testimony
improvement the West.
cannon kind of a superiority,
the
the
as
by
for
compiled
unin
has
May
the last few
there
taken
report
place
celebration. .But there is. . The.
U. S. Weather Bureau in this city.
run
is'
to
very
that
this
beginning
dercurrent,
years, and
improvement SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
i.iinn of nripu Intn rmnnnvative
swift. It is merely that people are
to continue until in the matPromises
the
Mexican
the New
gives
a powder. Re
very slow to turn from established statistics,
Allen's Foot-Easper hour of the ter of education New Mexico will be lieves
habits, clinging to them even after maximum velocity
nervous feet
smarting,
painful,
wind during the month at four points: able to bear comparison with any of
they are convinced that they are perand
and
instantly
nails,
ingrowing
38 miles
Santa Fe
the western states. This writer found takes the
nicious. It is one of the reforms that
corns and bun-out
of
sting
miles
...'.48
Mesllla Park
will come with a jerk, all of a sudwhen he first became a resident of ions. It's the greatest comfort dis50 miles
Roswell
den and not gradually. In the meanTerritory, that the natives were covery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
El Paso
.....50 miles the
while the press all over the country
to plow with a crooked stick makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
content
Take the factor of relative humidity drawn
is creating sentiment for a saner and
a cow; that they were con- it a certain cure for sweating, callous,
by
more beautiful celebration of Inde- which counts so much in determining tent to scratch the ground two or
swollen, tired, aching feet. Try it to.
a
or
warm
of a very
pendence day. This trend, is most the comfort
three inches deep with the furrows day. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe
are
the
Here
cold
averages
day.
forcibly illustrated by the following very
a foot or more apart, that the native Stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps.
editorial from the Denver Republi- for the month:
children had no schools, and that the Don't accept
any substitute. Trial
36 per cent.
Santa Fe
can:
native parents were utterly indiffer- package FREE. Address Allen S. Olmcent.
37
Las Vegas
per
"Is there any good reason why the Roswell
ent on this point. Now, he tells us, sted, Le Roy, N. Y.
39 per cent.
after
the
day
there are common schools all over
practice of celebrating
cent.
45
per
Durango
or the day before for a holiday when
in May, the Territory. There is a territorial
sunshine
of
In
hours
the
the actual date falls on a Sunday
the university, an agricultural college, a
This Santa Fe has other points in
should be longer continued.
normal university and a normal school.
going:
"It is pleasing to find these and
year has brought Memorial day and Territory
353 hours
Santa Fe
will bring the Fourth of July on the
other statements made in this cou
332
hours
Durango
OF. TIMED AMD CHTRIHMED
nection fully supported by the latest
day sacred to rest and quiet and holy
329 hours
Roswell
in
the
official
practice
statistics. From these it ap
things. Following
With 100 per cent, of sunshine:
such cases, the Monday following has
pears that New Mexico during the
7 days
Fe
Santa
been seized for official recognition.
last decade has made truly wonderful
5 days
Presumably it is because the country Durango
progress in every particular, and in
3 days
Roswell
TiA wnv mnvp ctriUnp-ltis conceded to be entitled to a vaca
thart in tlio
at
Tnere was not a single nay m ivmy mnttn nf ,innll,s- tion when these days roll round, yet
Al.fc,,h
witlirtiit
enrich iiia smn
Cnntn
should
be
it
the
of educational work has
thought necessary?
why
MISS A. MUGLER.
less than 50 per!been progress
80mewhat
"Sunday is the universal rest day. only four days with
hampered by the
is
for
How
SOUTHEAST
CORNER PLAZA.
that
of
cent
sunshine
world
on
the
which
one
It is the
a;presence of two languages lu general
pauses to consider the way it is go iauiiKiiiiie uuy aim jietuui icsun;
the
last report made by the
use,
Then take the matter of sudden Governor on the
ing, to take stock as it were, and
subject must be reIt has also changes and high temperature range garded as highly satisfactory. Of the
form its new resolves.
its day of scared things, of breathing between morning and evening, factors 80,000 children of school age in the
thanks to the Creator for His mani which are of vital consequence to the Territory, 50,000 were enrolled in the
Absut a Home
fold kindnesses. Why then should healthseeker, who thrives best in a public schools.
Several
thousand
average temperature not subject were also enrolled in other schools
it not be reckoned the noblest, of all
Woninn living in ren
Here are me itotai number of teachers was
Every ted
days for commemorating such a his- to violent fluctuations.
property longs to
tempft into a house or ner own.
torical event as the Fourth of July some of the greatest daily range
1,000, the value of school property
of things
are
There
hundreds
or the spring festival of flowers in perature figures for the month:
she would like to do to make her
was $1,000,000 and the annual cost of
cwn home more confortable,
.37 degrees
Santa Fe
memory of the dead? There is no
the schools was $539,964.
attractive and pleasant Nearly
good reason for refusing to accept it
Albuquerque .. . ... ..43 degrees
"The satisfying thing is that the
every woman Is a money saver
and she will helps ou wonderfully
49
as the most proper of all days for
Mesilla Park
degrees
progress made in education in New
to pay for a home,
50 degrees
such celebrations.
Roswell
Mexico during the last quarter of a
Ulctue
uiu
"
"It the country is serious in its deoonCflWSst, ing the
7"
preceding three hundred
May brings very warm days already, years."
Do
of Memorial day with sports and ath- but not at Santa Fe, where during
last year the It is a
letic contests which do not belong to the entire summer
We will sell you a very
relief to sensitive natures
it in any way, then why not give over thermometer at no time went above that the
payments which
bad
bold,
who
has
Jotir rent money will make
burglar
this practice of naming a substitute 86 degrees. The maximum tempera- been
now paying
Fon't
wait.
Begin
making marauding expeditions
for your home.
when the holiday falls on the Sab- tures for the above places in May in and about town
is
behind
and
bars
LET U8 EXPLAIN OUR
bath? There is more in Independence were:
locks. In that respect, Santa Fe has
CONTRACT If OR CHEAP MO75
Fe
Santa
off
and
than
bombs
degrees
skyday
shooting
been a law abiding town for many,
NEY.
82 degrees
rockets, holding picnics and running Albuquerque
many years and half a dozen burglaGEO. M. KIN SELL
85 degrees
Las Vegas
automobile races. It has a deep
ries in nightly succession, were dis294 San Francisco St.
Mesilla Park .........91 degrees
grown root in the national sentiment
to say the least. Naturalconcerting,
. . 92 degrees
Roswell
and that root might well be strengththere were many suspicions. Every
The number of days on which the ly,
ened and nourished by giving the day
man or boy without visible means of
RES
when it happens to fall on Sunday range of temperature was greater
support, every young man who makes
such observance as would be appro- than 38 degrees, and equality after it a
practice to be
around
priate to it. By doing that the coun- all is the most important factor in at night time when carousing
he ought to be
try could much better succeed in climate:
in bed, every fellow who
spent freely
0 days
Santa Fe
keeping alive the spirit born of the
when it is known that he was earn1 day
Declaration than it can in taking it
Albuquerque
ing only very meagerly, or who had
9 days
Roswell
for granted that every year there
,
THE LEADING
been seen going into saloons,
began
12 days
must be the same round of noise and Mesilla Park
to be watched and every one of his
16 days
Las Vegas
of those forms of public diversion
movements discussed.
Some young
which have never had the least part
According to the report it is only men in this old
would
sit up with
city
in fittingly commemorating the event, In the northeastern corner of the Ter a start if
knew that the eye of
they
"The same argument applies in ritory that more than an inch of pre suspicion had been
upon them
double force to the Memorial day cipitation occurred during May. It because of their behaviour in just
the
which falls on Sunday. For strewing was only a third of an inch at Santa past having failed to command conSOLE AGENTS FOR
around
all
Fe.
Taken
therefore, fidence. It
the flowers a better day could not be
should be a lescertainly
chosen and in its case it would not be whether it be May or October, Aug- son, to be told and to
see, that cerCHASE
ft SANBORN'S
at all inappropriate to hold the cere- ust or December, the most pleasant, tain conduct will command
respect
comfortable
climate
jis
on
some
The
mony
.salubrious,
Sunday every year.
and confidence, while other conduct,
idea never comes of selecting another that of Santa Fe.
though perhaps not wrong per se, is
&
day for the Christmas observance.
I
a handicap in a score of ways.
The fifth of July can never by any
ON MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS.
legerdemain be made the Fourth."
When it comes to cleaning un. the.
The highest peak in New Mexico,
is one of the three Truchas pinnacles, troubles of Estancia, appear to be
30 much the same as those of
Santa Fe
Superintendent of Public Instruction on the Pecos forest reserve, about
to and of many other places. Says the
Santa
of
miles
north
Fe,
according
COFFEE,
J. E. Clark is working on a compilation of plans for public school build- the National Geographical Magazine Estancia Daily Herald:
"The board of health issued an nr.
for June, which bases its figures on
Every cup made from
ings adapted to New Mexico. This is
U. S. Geological Survey. der some time ago for the
the
& Sanborn's
of
those
Chase
of
people
has
Ugliness
very commendable.
is more than me town to clean up their premises
High Grade Coffee
been too long a trait of public school Each of the three peaks
ana put everything about them in
13,000 feet high, the highest being
is always the best, always i
buildings, especially in the rural disTaos Peak is the only other sanitary condition. We haven't missfeet.
the same. Those who '
with
tricts, while beauty and harmony
ed any of the rubbish that clne-- tho
peak in the Territory more than
discriminate, find in Chase &
should
a
dominant
be
surroundings
feet high. Right close to Santa alleys or vacant places vet and if
Sanborn's Coffee a quality
trait. Superintendent Clark should Fe, within a few miles by air line, and anyone has complied
mat u unequalled in any
with that order
Include in his proposed pamphlet a within a half
oiner.
day's journey ana less,! we are not aware of it. Health
few directions about school gardens, are grouped some of the highest peaks boards in most states and
territories
landscape gardening and beautifying of the Territory, for outside of the are dressed with almost unlimited
the surroundings or public school Sangre de Crlsto Range, the Territory power ror the enforcement of their
from 25cts to 40cts
buildings, for even an ugly building has no peaks more than 12,500 feet orders and we suppose that they are
per lb.
can be redeemed with beautiful sur high. Within sight of and overshad- - here, but the members of these boards
mpnn from 40cts to 80cts
roundinga while the finest structure owing Santa Fe are the Lake Peaks usually have no time to look after the
1M
mav be madff to appear ugly if the and Mount Baldy, almost 13,000 feet enforcement of their orders and so
per lb.
high, and north of them Jicarilla little attention is paid to them. The
grounds surrounding it are mere
Peak, also almost 13,000 feet, and the expense of one case of fever would
of "Tin Can Alley."
three Truchas peaks more than 13,000 pay the cost of cleaning up he town
FRESH STRAWBERRIES
feet in elevation. On the Fecos sitte dui some one must be drpsspd win.
to
the
recommended
have
received three times a
Inspectors
are Pecos Baldy and a half dozen oth- authority to see that the work is
authorities at Washington that 540 er
week
peaks more than 12,000 feet in al- done."
miles of trails and wagon roads be titude.
While they are as majestic
structed on the Alamo forest in as
Als0 Home Grown
any
peaks in the Alps, yet, they
"Beauty is Denver's chief asset!"
Asparaps
Southern New Mexico and the gov are climbed much easier. In fact, said
Mayor
in
Speer
an adyesterday
'
ernment has approved the plan for ffolla
load tnvr tlio trovtt tnn
arA
EVERY MORNING
.V'UU
IjJIM1.E3
VUp tA.lll uilU dress to the Traffic Club. And
beauty,
155 miles of wagon roads and 222 ascent is a matter of a few hours
climate and historic interest are Santa
miles, of trails, which will open that and unattended with danger. The Fe's chief
of which Santa Fe
beautiful reserve to traffic. Undoubt Scenic Highway itself reaches an should makeassets,
most
the
by providing
edly, the same work will be accomp elevation of 9,600 feet. California, first-clas- s
hotel
facilities,
hy maintainand
Pecos
the
jemez Colorado and
lished in time for
Washington alone, ing
H,
roads, by keeping the city
reserves and this portion of New Mex among the states on the mainland of cleangood
and
healthful,
by
advertising.
ico will be greatly benefitted thereby, the United States excluding Alaska, These are
simple matters, are not
in fact will be in position to learn have peaks that are over 14,000 feet very
expensive, but are matters in
Bometblng about its own immediate high, and the highest less than 1,200 which
'PHONE 28.
persistency and continuity of
the
Truchas
peaks,
aurroundinKS. which to the majority feet higher than
action
counts
more
for
than
spurts
Utah and Wyoming, each have
of residents are as unknown aB Dark- while
.
. lnnn i 1.
f J AAA J . 1,
inn now and then.
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PROGRESS

L. A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

j

Reduction Sale

Hals, Baby Bonnets, etc.

00tir,

Ask tour Wife

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

'

t

A, H. BRODHEAD,

;

$75,000

-

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
uys and sells bonds and
personal and collateral secarity.
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any mone7 transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety an d
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

0

1

J
THJWjCEHOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

the Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

in

the West

.

Lqrge Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA EE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

.AMERICTAND

Rent money

Will

US.

II

COFFEES

SCO,

13,-00- 0

Mi

HUES

I!

.

est Africa.

J. E.

LACOME4

Proprietor
Commodious Sample I(ocm
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FKE6B THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

Runs on the European Plan!

IHE

CORONADO

HOTEL

TEAS

13,-30- 6

in

HOTEL

SO,

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

J

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION,
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN EOcAND75o
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK

$1,60

THE HOTEL NORMAND1E
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER 3& "gl-S-

w

LADIES' DINING ROOM
SANTA! Ft, N. M.

KODAKS

&

--

PHOTO

SUPPLIES
We

Makes

ariTH

3

botbl

a ART

PICTURES

IM

FRAMIMG

DEVELOPING'PRINTING

AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
tand (or Catalogue
Mail orders given prompt attention.
HOW LAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
MO 8. Broadway, Las Angelas,
.

C"

V

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

.

CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER
FDRNITME
FAINTING &
REPAIRING

ATTRACTIVE SIGNS
ALL KINDS & STYLES

110 Guadalupe
St.
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G FRANKLIN FLICK

Pr!dnt.

W S DAVIS

W. E. GRIFFIN,

A

ters at Raton presented the Messrs.!
D. M. and E. T. Glllesile and their1
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
brides handsome
gifts of silver1
forks and spoons, on the occasion of'
the double wedding Wednesday mornTre Card Club met this afternoon ing at the Cathedral.
with Mrs. Dye.
Word was received yesterday by
W. H. Dearstyne was a passenger Arthur Seligman from Land Commis- last evening for Willard.
jsioner R. P. Ervien that he and his
H. B. Hening and bride, returned to party had reached Las Vegas in their
auto at 6:05 Thursday eveninir the
Albuquerque yesterday from Illinois.
Grant Hill, a former resident of trin havine ripen niartu In cviiont
Santa Fe was a visitor in town today. time, us the party left here at about
Morton K. McMillan of the forestry 8:30 a. m. The trip was without sne- service, went to Las Vegas yesterday cial incident save for the breaking of

Chlf.

i

ast Cashier

$50,000.
STAIES

UNITED

a sl"'ns and bad roads.
Ma'or George B. McClellan of the
Clinton J. Crandall was a pas- this week for the Pipestone City of New York' has appointed Hon.
lj- - ciauio
rnnce a memoer or. tr,e
in Minnesota.
Hudson-FultoCommi.s- Celebration
Wood, a mining man from
slonis
w"ich
for
the
Kansas City, is in town on business.
arranging
joint
celebration of the discovery of the
He is a guest at the Claire.
Miss Maude Hancock of Estancia,' Hudson river und the beginning of
in this country,
is a guest of Miss Stella Sloan. She steam navigation
Governor Prince h;is aho received
will remain over the Fourth.
Hon. "Manuel R. Otero, register of notice ot' bis .rt:ioiuinient as a dele-th- e
Federal land office in this city gate to the triumiul mcctiug of the
went to. Albuquerque last evening.
j Mayllower
descendants to be held at
A. T. Koch, clerk in the office of the Plymouth, Massachusetts, on Septem-GooRoads Commission, has gone to ber Gth.
Governor Curry on Tuesday evening
Estancia for a visit of several days.
Mrs, F. J. Barbee of Mcintosh, but entertained upon their arrival, Chief
a former resident here; arrived yester-- 1 Justice William J. Mills, Associate
She was a guest at' justice Alford W. Cooley, U. S. Dis-th- e
day afternoon.
Palace.
trlct Attorney David J. Leahy aud the
Mrs. Steve Dominguez left this Raton Commercial Club members:
morning for St. Louis, having received a. R. Streicher, Jeremiah Leahy,
a telegram that her mother was ser-- j Henry Allison, Edgar
Fnighum, Dr!
iouslv in- C B. Hohlhatisen. P. Cameron, Hugo
Mrs. F. C. Wilson and children are Seaberg. T. F. McAuliffe. Geo. Gilles- at present enjoying a visit to the, pie, A. C. Price. 11. L. Bickley, E. S.
summer resort country near Hanover, j Albritton. D. A. Cutler. M.
Stockton,
New Hampshire
S. A. Wiseman, E. E. Studlev, Thos.
from McBiide, C. X.
B. S. Phillips,
lumberman
Blackwell, Oscar Troy,
Buckman, came in last night on one C. M. Bayne, E. X. Burch, L. J. Edof his weekly visits. He is stopping
munds, J. K. Hunt. Louis Clausing,
at the Normandie.
Wm. F. Degner, E. C. Cramptou, C.
This morning at seven o'clock, Miss J.
Roberts, George Webster, Robert!
Maria Borrego was united in matriA. C. Voorhees, H. M. Roderick
Love,
mony to Toribio Encinias, the cere- and Fred H. Kitson.
mony taking place at the Cathedral.
W. D. Fonville, superintendent of
Miss Lotta Newhall and Miss Annie
the
Missouri Military Academy at
Newhall arrived this morning from
Mexico,
Missouri, writes the New
Albuquerque and will spend the sunvJ
mer with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newhall. Mexican as follows relative to a Santa
,
Richard and Robert Raynolds, sons Fe bo;-- who is a student at the
"If you will let me, Mr.
of Hon. and Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, ac- Academy:
I wish to make special mention
Editor,
Hon.
their
companied
grandfather,
Jefferson Raynolds, to Las Vegas yes- of and to commend a young boy who
attended this school last session from
terday.
your city. I refer to Wallace Fiske,
SulL.
Vernon
Territorial Engineer
01
ana mis. fc. a. xusKe. trom
livan left for Alamogordo last evening
he
showed excellent powers
the
nrst,
and will look over a number of irrimind and good control over the
of
in
Sacramento
the
gation propositions
same. His sessional grade of 87
'
mountains.
good application to studies and
proves
of
Doctor Edgar L. Hewett, director
the School of American Archaeology places him on our proficient list. This
in this city, left this morning on a means all it says. Wallace is a pew
business trip to Denver, Colorado. He feet little gentleman and will make
a good, useful and honorable citizen.
will return next week.
of
Benjamin Martinez, son of J. A. He is worthy the highest respect
Martinez of 117 Grant avenue, re- the best. You have good reason to
turned on Thursday from Denver ie proud of him."
but nevertheless,
Two informal,
where he Is attending Denver UniHe will spend his vacation 3rery enjoyable dinners were tendered
versity.
here.
jthe visiting judges of the supreme
iifequvt on Thursday. The first was at
C.
Frank
.
Charles
Carton,
Attorney
J. Lavan and Frank Crandall, expected soon, by Judge John R. McFie at his
to be passengers tonight for Cali- jhome, corner of Manhattan avenue
fornia. Mr. Catron will visit with his and Galisteo street, and there were
Chief Justice William
J.
family who are domiciled at Ocean present
A. Ab
Associates
Ira
Justices
Mills,
Park.
Stewart Van Vliet, of Cowles, ar bott, Frank W. Parker, A. W. Cooley,
M. C. Mechem, Terrived in town yesterday to meet his Edward A. Mann,
ritorial
Nathan Jaffa and
Secretary
C.
of
Van
R.
Vliet
brother
Indianapo
W. Clancy.
lis, who came to spend the summer Attorney General Frank
on the ranch near Winsor's on the The other was In the evening at the
executive mansion, by Governor Curupper Pecos.
ry and the guests were: Mrs. A. B.
from
man
H. D. Lawson, mining
two daughters, Chief Justice
Oroville, California, who has been in Fall and
J.
IViliiam
Mills, and Associate JusreSanta Fe for a number of weeks,
turned last night from a side trip of tices Ira A. Abbott, Frank W. Parka business nature. He is registered er, John R. McFie, A. W. Cooley, M.
C. Mechem, Edward A.
Mann and
at the Palace.
H.
William
latter
the
Pope,
having
The Wallace Club was the guest
afternoon.
arrived
the
during
this afternoon of Miss Boyle. Among
Says the Socorro Chieftain: "Hon.
the visitors who were old time mem- and
Mrs. W. E. Martin extended the
bers was Mrs. Bloom, who arrived yesof their home to a few of
hospitality
terday on a visit to her parents, Judge their friends Wednesday evening in
and Mrs. John R. McFie.
honor of Hon. William J. Mills, chief
F. D. Pelletier, of Kansas City, and
of the
territorial supreme
justice
J. H. Christian, of Detroit, are in
who has been a guest of Mr.
court,
new
the city in the interest of the
ana Mrs. Martin s this week while in
De Vargas hotel. They left the city the
to preside over the district
this morning in company of Dr. J. courtcityin
of Associate Justice
P. Wagner to make certain investiga- Frank W. place
Parker.
Bridge whist was
tions and will return tonight.
the chief feature of the evening's en
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Seligman left
tertamment and the games were
overland this morning for the Valley
Delicious refresh
enjoyed.
Ranch where they will spend today, greatly
ments
were served after the games
Sunday and Monday, fishing. With and it is
hardly necessary to say that
them were Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Bishwere greatly enjoyed. Mrs.
too,
these,
op, John March, Miss Ritchie Selig- Martin was assisted in
entertaining
SelOtis
man, Morton Seligman and
by Mrs. W. D. Newcomb. The even
igman.
ing's entertainment fully sustained
Invitations are out for the wedding the enviable
reputation for hospitality
on July 14 or Miss Julia unrisien-sen- , so
.long enjoyed by the host and hostsister of Mrs. Charles C. Catron, ess. The guests were Hon. William J.
to Frank J. Lavan. special agent of. Mills, Mesdames James G. Fitch, H.
the general land office, who makes; M. Dougherty, C. G. Duncan, Leon B.
Santa Fe his headquarters. Mr. Lavan Stern of Albuquerque, F. G. Bartlett,
left for the Pacific coast tnis auei-.Mi8Fltcni iDr Duncan and Messrs.
noon. The wedding will take place Dougherty, Griffith, Price, Fitch and
at Ocean Park, California.
Drake."
On last Monday afternoon about
local friends of Mrs. W.
twenty-fiv- e
F
B. Sloan, pleasantly surprised her at
who
an-.- (
hose,
,had
her home, in honor of her birthday
PaSS by the
nivpraarv ThA nnRlnn was a. most the S00
avenue residence of Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
enjoyable one and a very pleasant af--,
ternoon was snent. refreshments also, Moore. The occasion was the enter- tainment of a large number of friends
being served.
with a Favor Euchre, followed bv a
Alamo-j
A.
of
Mann
Judge Edward
gordo, who retired from the supreme grand supper and later dancing. The
court bench on Wednesday, will enter event was one of the prettiest and
into a law partnership with J. F. imost daintily carried out social func- Bonham of Las Cruces and will rep- - turns ever chronicled in Santa Fe.
resent the firm at Albuquerque, while The Moore home was especially deco-MBonham will remain at Las Cru. rated inside and out.
Flowers In
ces. For the present, the family of pleasing profusion appeared every-Judg- e
Mann will remain at Alamogor-- ! where. The Janasene effect of the
decorations was carried out to a nicety.
Tomorrow morning Professor J. A. Japanese lanterns were
suspended
Wood, superintendent of Santa Fe's from everv f,on,vflh, rst,nE. nlace.
to
public schools leaves for Denver
the veranda being likewise so adorned
attend the National Educational As and the
large specious lawn about the
.
sociation meet. He will be accompaBk w
most attractive

.
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,

TRUST CO.

J

-

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Phone No 83.

Mail Order Solicited,

Dont fail to see our bargains in

ART SQUARES

on official business.

BANK AND

Mrs.
senger
country
J. A.

We bought low and are willing to
give our customers the benefit

-

SANTA FE, N. M.

G. FRANKLIN

J. B.

LAMY

1
9

Your House

F urnish

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

Part

BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER

RUGS AND

TAPESTRIES,

CARPETS

Of

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

AND

REPAIR

FURNITURE.

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

N 01,10

FiJ

Phone
No. 10

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioriee r Lif e Insurance 'Co;;'
of the Southwest
A.

BERGERE, Manaoer for New Mexico.

ML

tanta Fe,

S

N. M.

Catron

Block

Vo

WK CAN SAVK YOU MONKY

All kinds of the latest in
Hall Trees,

Chiffoniers,
Dressers,
Sideboards,
China Closets,
Rockers Chairs,

j

R. H.HANNA.

Can

FURNITURE
-J- UST I- N-

I

N. B LAUGHLIN

FLICK

W. 8. DAVIS

or

I

DIRECTORS

NEW

A

CAR

d

BUSINESS SOLICITED.

YOUR

ALSO

i

DEPOSIT your money with the bank that takes
care of its customers at all times. We want your
business with the assurance hat you will receive
Decfair treatment. The growth of our business since
ember tells it own story Ooine in to ee us, We
'.
are at your service.
'

PAGE FIVE

jj

!

Capital Stock

?

--

--

&

Tables

WHON VOIR HOUSE IS ON FIRE
It is

too late to repair leaky Hose

Try Our 5 & 7 Ply Now

(ffWATEI

Sfe our Linn ot
Lawn Hose, Hose
Furnishings etc.

All Kinds of Oar-de- n

Implements.
Iron and Wir
Penrlnir, the best
In the Market.
We Handle
UNION

TOM, A

!

!ij

:riH:;r"

LUCK

EVEN THEN KEEP COOL

Everything in
Refrigerators 5 Freezers

Summer Wear For Men
GET AWAKE AND SAVE YOUR
NICKELS AND DIMES BY PURCHASING YOUR OUTFIT AT THE
"RACKET". ,
Few mens collars are four-ply- .
Cut up some and see.

!

M mm r

Roaltli Resor

liff dene, located among

pine-cla- d
hills on the
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

4

:

Good Hunting and Fishing
Makes this the most delightful resort in
S1501 perday,
I
CD $8.00perweek, meal 50c.
Transportation from Station $1.00
For Fu.rtb.er laafbrraatlort JLd&xaoa ' .
MRS. H- - E. BERGMAN
New-Mexic-

DATrC
C
fl

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

Our Corliss-Coocollars,
2 for 25cts, are four ply.
White dress shirts 75cts to
11.50

Splendid line good work

shirts blue shanibrrj etc.
50cts.
and Bear brand guaranteed "Sox' as
the
as
best at the popular price 25cts
good
Porosknit underwear shirts and drawers $1,00
suit, you can tell it by the label.
Fine Derby-ribbeunderwear 60cts the suit.
are marke( down to start
01 R PPITF
IMvCO orj) donotaskfor cut rates
Shaw-kni- t

d

-

SOFT DRINKS

The following are suggested to the

GN'GKRALK

.

BEER

ROOT

as something cool and inviting
.
WILD CHKRRY
VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ
SARSAPARRILLA
IRON BREW

thirsty

LEMON SODA

STRAWBERRY
ORANGE

;

OOOA COLA

Also TaTsle Mlaaaaaal BTatere

All drinks are made

from filtered Water

w"

SunmountSanatorium
TUBERCULOSIS
.;'
Situated in the foot hills of the mountains, one and a

half miles from the plaza. MODERATE RATES,
BOX 9, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Ladies

Gleaning and

INVEST
In
and

FRUIT RANCHES
within five miles of the piaza

ioa BARQAIN
Call on ox JL&dxass

O.

C- 1

19

WATSON & COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO

SANTA FE,

STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

PHONE

RED

189-

-

!

'

'

fressing Establishment

Gent? garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty
AH "ffiTorlE
HATS CLEANED
a Trial Ox&mx '
mtCoi3.tri33.ead.
and Te9
AND BLOCKED
as
to tlia elaas of TITorlc,
PHONE 203 BLACK
268 WEST PALACE AVE.

SANTA EE REAL ESTATE

l!f

r.

Store

Fqw Hew

;

OF

THE CASH
STORE

Is The Time To

I

ppofr

The Goldberg

Me t

S

'

FOR THE TREATMENT

i.

ITHE

THE ONE PRICE
STORE

j

Telephone No. 88 and have
your orderes delivered

Santa Fe Bottling Worka
HENRY KRICK, Pitwrietor
Santa Fe, New Mexico

AN INSTITUTION

r

1

&

I

lantSweet and Mrs. George Dixon. At picture with Its many strings of
erns.
The
crowd
enjoypresent
large
Colorado
the professor's ed
Springs,
themselves to the fullest extent
daughter Miss Laura Wood will join
amid their unique Oriental surround- the nartv.
The members of the Raton Com- ing8.
mercial Club who Wednesday were
Ten games of euchre were played,
in Santa Fe on the matter of secur- r
ing a Judicial district With headquar- (Continued on Page Eight.)

u

Drink
Pabst
DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon!
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

TIIE SANTA' FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA EE, N.
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Palace.
Stewart
Antonito;
PASS'K
No8
MILES
AC1UOM.
C.
R.
Van
Van
Vliet,
Vliet,
Cowles;
DAILY
A(!OOMD. Lawson, Oroville,
H.
7.013
111.
Indianapolis;
2.50
8.05
Kb
p
ill.
p,
Lv
Santa
0
a. m. 7.30
p. Ill, 4,25
"
1.36
6,008
2.18
5.08 Ar Ki'nnt'dy
Calif.! Mrs. F. J. Barbee, Mcintosh;
" 8.43
22
"
"
12.15 p, 111.
6,317
1,89
" 10.46
5.49
41
Stanley
E. Fischer, Milwaukee,
"
George
"
6.204
15
11.29
I.
"
tt.13
11.81
5.2
Moriarty
"
"
" Alolntosli
10.56
6,136
12.58
6.29
Claire.
111.12.04
61
p. '
"
"
" Kstaiiciii
6.093
12.42
10,25
6.45
12.35
t3
W,- J. Campbell,
"
'
"
Denver; Mrs. F.
9.27
6,086
12.17
"
Wlllard
7.09
. 2.03
80
"
" Pi'dKi'csso
6,167
8.48
"
7.32
W. Brodberry, J. W. Lakin, R. Lakin,
II, 53 a, in.
2.42
92
"
"
"
6,244
8.23
"
11.38
Hiani'H
7.47
.3.07
"
"
" (Vdarvuki
Denver; S. N. Stull, Ft. Worth; J. A,
6,244
"
11.27
1(15
3,25
" Torrance
6,430
" 4.00
11.06 a. m.
8,20
J7.80 a.m.
116
Wood, Kansas City; F. E. Baker, Al
780"
"
11.15 p. iu7
10.35
9.30
Kansas Oitv
861
a. ih. 7.00
p. Ill
buquerque; F. D. Peletier, Kansas
600
8.59 a. m.
lo.co p, m.
7.35
St. Louis
a. in
1U9
p. in. 7.05
"
602
11.30 P,m.
City; J. H. Christian, Detroit, Mich.;
9.00
DhluaKO
a. in. 11.45
1378
tl, in. 6 50
"
3,700"
6.20 p. ill.
1.15
Frank Hare, Kingman; G. C. Comp-ton- ,
Kl Paso ,"
8.00
"a, 111. 8.00
319
963
9.45 a. Ill,
Ixi.s AiiKolys "
1130
p. ill. 7.00
Lamy.
7,34"
1.00
MexluoOityJ"
p. ill,
6PJU11
J643
Normandie.
1.00 A i'
220
a, in
rtx.vjil ,r 6 00 a. ill.
Paulson,
Thatcher; JefferJoseph
Rock
Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance with the
son Daniels, Silver City; F. G. Sher-reIsland Golden State Limited, the "finest train in the West," making the
B.
A. H. Sherrer, Albuquerque;
8 accomS. Phillips, Buckman;
L. King,
E.
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Train No.
modation leaves Santa Fe Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Train No. 7 acDenver; Narciso Chaves Galisteo; J.
commodation leaves Torrance Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Tickets
H. Westhook, Chicago; T. Homentu,
Exclusive agents all
to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved.
Chicago.
Coronado.
steamship lines. Information gladly furnished.
Mrs. F. G. Blake, Albuquerque; Mrs.
LauglillivBulldlng
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
A. B. Cunningham,
Frank
Lamy;
Hill, Lawton, Oklahoma; George W.
Embudo; J. M, Medina,
Withrow,
Denver; Francis Alvares,
No.

PASS'K
DAILY

STATIONS

C. A.

ALT.

7

Carruth,

June

2

r,

Ml

Si. Louis Rocky

Pacific

Miles Krom
Dei Moines

1,

DAILY

STrs. Katie Burlison, Goreville, 111., tried Cardui and" writes:
with female troubles, and was so sick I could not stand
suffered
1
on my feet. Finally I began to take Cardui, and soon began to
mend. Now I am able to do all my housework and am in much
better health than I was before." Try it.

a.
a.
a,
a.
a.
a.
a.

p.
p.
I 80 p.
8 50 p.
84 15 p.

(46 p

55
60
16
36
7 08
'i. 10
7. 23
7. 46

4
16
6
6

II

p.
p.
p,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

m,

No

Raton

m.
m.
m
m
m.
m.
in.
m.
m.
m,
m,
m.
m.
m,
m.
m.
in.
m.
m.

N: M.

Lv. Una Mnlnfta.
Bumaldo,
Dedman

0

H

m,

11
16
20
25

81
42

Arr.

iB

Lv.

a
49

I"
I

Oapullu
Vigil
Thompson
Cunningham
Clifton House Junction

21

daily:
4 65

'
'

94

4 36
4 25
8 66

380
2 56

Arr,

RATON N M
Clifton House Junction

280

Lv.
Lv

12 25
12 06
11 40
U 06
11 15
tlO 15
9 43

7
IB

28

41

Lv

Lv

a.
a1

a.
a.
a.
a,
a.
a.
a.
a.

9 25
7 50

47

Arr.

Harlan
Ute Part

39

6 80 P.
6 16 p.

29
24
18
7

Oerrososo
Arr,
CIMARRON N, M.
Lv.
N M,
Nash

33

49
46

"

Preston
Koehler
Koehler Jnct,
Colfai

63
68
63
77

Arr,
Lv.

El Paso, Texas, July 3. An Indian
under arrest at Torreon, Mexico, confessed that he and several others, inof one of the Mexcluding an
ican interior courts, formed a band
which made a business of murder and
highway robbery.
Among their victims were three
mail carriers murdered and robbed at
different times during the last few
months. The crime for which he was
arrested was the murder of three
men, one of them a mail carrier on
the Durango trail. Immediately after
the Indian's confession a strong force
of rurales left for the scene and captured the entire gang, recovering
much of the plunder. The whole gang
is in jail at Torreon.

60

7 40
7 26
7 00

63

m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m,
m.
m,
m
m.
in.
m.
m.
in,
m.
m,
m,
m.
m.
m.
m.

Connects with E, P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.

FROM MORIARTY

S, W. Ry.

train

(Haywood and Fielding,
Moriarty,
Agents for the New Mexican.)
Judge W. H. Pope passed through
town Thursday afternoon en route to
Santa Fe to attend the meeting of the
supreme court.
Hon. Earl Moulten, U. S. commissioner at Lucia, N. M., left Moritary
Thursday evening on the New Mexi-icCentral. Mr. Moulton has spent
the past week in town on business.
Miss May Nichols left Moriarty. for
noon.
Miss
Santa Fe Thursday
Nichols will spend the next few days
as the guest of Mrs. J. D. Barnes.
U. S. Commissioner J. B. Hayward
and wife left Moriarty for Santa Fe
Friday afternon, where they will
spend the Fourth visiting Mr.

V.

Superintendent
RATON,

N

M.

RATON. N.

M-

Gen-

-

Pass- Agent

Hay-ward-

RATON,

-

N, JH.

-

SB

wide-awak-

EAST - WEST

Salt Lake City
Round Trip

$30.00

New Mexico Central
u

and

E. P.

k

forest reserve, has just struck a large
vein of water at the depth of two

On sale Aug, 5th to 8th
Return limit, 30 days,
See Santa

Fo

CLOSE CONNECTIONS
FAST SCHEDULES

--

El Paso, Texas.

N. E. A.
DENVER

i

money.

"I'll die and go to hell," he declared, "before I'll touch a cent of

ROUND TRIP
On sale, July 2,
Return limit. July

his

3 4,
30th-190-

money."

Pain can be easily and quickly
PinkPain Tablets Dr. Shoop's
stop Headache womanly pains, any
jpain, anywhere, in 20 minutes sure.
Formula on the 25c box. Ask your
idrugglst or doctor about this formu
i

SANTA FE to DENVER

B.

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. EL,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
and welcome.

DAVID KNAPP.

Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA, Secretary.

Summer TOURIST
TICKETS
fti Mexico

Central

See Santa Fe Agents

AND RETURN

lait's

fine.

Sold by

Co.

Account

CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

On

LIMITED TXS.2S.X2TS
Sale June 1st to Sept.,

30th 1909.
Good Returning October 31st
To CHICAGO ILL

$50.35

"No-Drip-

To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35
To KANSAS CITY MO

$35.35
Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other
points.

J. P. LYNG,
City, Freight

&

Passenger Agent

Stripling-Burrow-

s

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Naek

f

lug

CO.

bin

120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carrgaies.

ANOTHER SOCIETY LEADER
ASKS FOR DIVORCE.
Reno, Nev., July 3. Helen B. Tyler,
whose father is Brigadier General ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
Brett, stationed with his command in
the Philippines, and the wife of FranU. 8. MAIL AND PA
cis J. Tyler, son of Colonel Tyler,
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
now stationed at Washington, a direct
for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
descendant of President Tyler, filed andAgents
:
Automobiles.
Kissel
suit for divorce in the district court
Shortest route between Ros well and
alleging failure to provide and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the
'
Valley and western New Mexbenefited
be
would
by
Everyone
ico.
.
Orino
for
Laxative
taking Foley's
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at
stomach and liver trouble and habituIt sweetens the 1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
al constipation.
stomach and breath, gently stimulates El Paso and all points on Rock Island
the liver and regulates the bowels Railway.
and is much superior to pills and orLeave Torrance at 6:09 a. m. arrtv-dinary laxatives. Why not try Foley's
Orino Laxative today? Sold by all

t

-'.-.

I

N. E. A. CONVENTION

j

Hfl

Via

.

Independence Day
Shortes Line between these points
Rate of one fare
round trip in

ef-

tt

o)

Jul;

bstween all Stations in Colorado
and New Mexico.

fect, account
For Information regarding rates, train service
etc. call on or write,
F. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. &JP. A.
SANTA FE. N. M.

July 4th.

1909

One Pare for the Round
Trip from all Points in
New Mexico.
Dates of sale July 2nd
to 5 th.
Good for return July 6th
See Santa Fe Agents

Railroad

IN CONNECTION WITH

Rogers has felt bitterly toward
Henry H. Rogers because he once
refused him a loan of a small sum of

$17.80

$J7o80

H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

"No-Drip-

S. W.

V. R. STILES
General Passenger Agent.

7:30 p. m.

1909.

Any lady can get a silvered "No- hundred and thirty-si- x
feet. Mr. Way
Drip" Coffee Strainer by writing Dr.
Iras worked hard on his claim and the
Sheep, Racine, Wis. Send no money.
results show what can be done with
"
Coupon
Simply ask for the
laud in this country when people
privilege, giving your name and admean business.
dress. Dr. Shoop will also send free
Mr. and Mrs. John Fielding, Jr;, left !his new and
very interesting little
Moriarty for Santa Fe Saturday after- book describing Dr. Shoop's Health
non and will return Sunday-- evening.
Coffee, that it requires an expert to
tell the difference. And neither is
there a grain of real coffee in it.
BROTHER REJECTS
from pure toasted grains, malt
TAINTED MONEY Made
and nuts, its flavor and taste is exceedingly gratifying. No tedious boil
Watonga, Pa., July 3. "I do not ing either. "Made in a minute." says
want a penny of my brother's money," Dr.
Shoop. Write today for the book
declared Edward Rogers, blacksmith
"
and
Coupon. For sale by
and brother of the late Henry H.
Andrews.
Frank
Rogers of Standard Oil millions.

Agents

Regular conclav
Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

d

i

G. A. R.

TRAVEL VIA

good-nature-

i

Sj2

TRAVELING

1. K. T.

fourth

s'

Solomon Rolland of Mcintosh,
a business visitor Friday.
Jack Thorp, C. E., of La Palma,
THE FORUM.
made a business trip to Moriarty
Thursday of this week. While here
Mr. Thorp filed on one hundred and Good Spirit Shown by Raton Delegation.
sixty acres under the Mondell three
hundred and twenty acre homesteady
We must take our hats off to the
act, township 9 north, range 14 east, Raton Commercial Club, who came to
before U. S. Commissioner J. B. Hay-warjour city to boost for judical head- quarters. Why? Of course, that is
C. E. Hutchison located about eight
plainly noticable.
They are broad- miles northeast of Moriarty made a gauge,
men,
business trip to town Friday. Mr. who carry away no grief and to show
Hutchison has one of the best improv- their good fellowship and good nature
ed farms in this section of the val- they made a raid upon our stores and
ley, having been a resident in this lo- bought all the lemons in town and
cality for the past thre years.
pinned them to their badges, signifl- Moriarty will have a big celebration cent of having been handed a lemon,
on Monday. July 5th. It has been er- thats' all.
roneously reported that the celebraThey show that they are of the true
tion will take place on Sunday, July metal that succeeds and Raton has
4th.
evidence of its good fellowship which
H. S. Way, located five miles west goes with its citizens everywhere.
of town at the edge of the Manzano
X. Y. Z.

-

'

Santa Fe Commandery No.

0

class.
The receipts of tne local office for
last year were $946,309.74, showing
an increase in the receipts of the
year just closed of $06,690.25. The
increase in the business of the post-offic- e
is an indication of the remarkable growth of Denver during the past
few years.

1,

M.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeta
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of. Plaza.
in
treatment
for
Delay
commencing
a slight irregularity that could have Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corbeen cured quickly by Foley's Kidney dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Remedy may result in a serious kidney disease. Foley's Kidney Remedy
Venerable Master.
builds up the worn out tissues and
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
Sold by
was strengthens these organs.
Secretary.
all druggists.

mother.

W. A. GORMAN,

Pres. and Gen Mgr

the receipts approximated $1,013,000,
which will place Denver in the $1,000,-00-

A.

Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonlt
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J, CRANDALL. H. P. "
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,. Secretary.

Denver, July 3. At the close of
the fiscal year in the Denver postofflce

o

No. 123 leaving

J, van HOUTEN;

J, DEDMAM.

R.

Prosperous Town on the Its Postoff ice Receipts for the Past
New Mexico Central Tributary
Fiscal Year Reach That Figure
to Santa Fe- for the First Time.

v.

E.

Santa Fe Chapter No.

LION DOLLAR CLASS

Busy and

for Those Who Have Stomach
Dawaon, N. M., Help
Trouble.
i
1:55 a. m.
After
for about twelve
doctoring
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows: years for a bad stomach trouble, and
nearly five hundred dollars for medNORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
"
icine and doctors' fees, I purchased
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m,
my wife one box of Chamberlain's
No. 7, :12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. Stomach and Liver Tablets, which did
A S. at Des Moines, E. P A S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A her so much good that she continued
to use them and they have done her
.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
N.
for
is
In
New
the following points
Mexico: Ocato, more good than all of the medicine I
M.,
Cimarron,
depot
bought before. Samuel Boyer, Fol- Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
N.
is
Ute Park,
M.,
depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo som, Iowa. This medice is for sale by
Hondo,
6eco, Arroyo
Lobo, all druggists. Sample free.
Elizabethtown,
Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
with E. P. A

DENVER IN MIL

LIVE ITEMS

M., 6:15 p. m.

t Connects

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg--u
1 a r
communication
first Monday of each
month
at
Masonla
Hall at 7: 30' p. m.
J. A. MASSIE,
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

AT ALL DRUG STORES

e

10 oo
10 12
10 36
10 50
11 06
11 20
11 46
12 20
12 46

MASONIC.

Formed a Band in Mexico to Commit
Highway Robberies and Murder
of Mail Carriers.

Miles From

STATION 8.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

JM

It Will Help You

JUDGE CONSPIRES
WITH INDIANS

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
NO.

Register.

&

Comoanj,

Railway

10, 1909.

(Not Coal Land)
Notice is hereby given that Albino
Lucero of Jemez Springs,- - N. M., who
on July 3, 1908, made homestead entry No. 052, for lot 7, Sec. 6; and N
of lot 1, Sec. 7, Township 18 N,
Range 4 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
the register and receiver at Santa Fe, "
N. M., on July 21, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lino Amenta,
Refugio Armenta,
Jose Mestos y Ruiz, Jose Armenta, all
of Jemez Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Some women retain their beauty to an advanced
age. But women, who regularly endure pain, age
rapidly, for suffering leaves its lasting marks on
them.
Nearly all women suffer more or less with some
form of female trouble. It should not be neglected.
Avoid the pain treat yourself at home by taking
Cardui, as thousands of other women have done.
Begin at once, and give Cardui a fair trial.

!

No. 052.)

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Woman's Beauty

KKADUP

READ TOWN

(Homestead Entry

pug"

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Railroad; Time Table

flew tyxico Central

1

SATURDAY, JULY 3, 1909.

M.

Es-tanc-

druggists.

AUTOMOBILE
SSENGER ROUTE,
lng at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between

these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros.
;

well, New Mexico,
Baggage allowance 50 lbs. Any
amount of baggage can be carried
by. notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
it is a positive danger, and for a HORSE KICKS
doctor
to prescribe liquor for any but
the aged, is a real crime. To any man

U. NOTES.

But how about the other man
Who prays, "0 Lord, Thy Kingdom
Come,"
And then goes out election day,
And lo he casts bis vote for rum?

He says he wants his vote to count;
I shouldn't wonder but it does;
But what if it should be the key
That locks the gate to heaven above?
"The question might, up

there,

be

asked,

As 'twas of Cain, "Where is thy
brother?"
The answer would not satisfy,
"Am I the keeper of another?"
Unless that question would confront,
You'd better vote just as you pray;
You'll find that now it counts with
God,

And it will count at Judgment Day.
A noble philanthropist of a past
generation said: "No man's religion
is better than his politics; his religion
is pure whose politics are pure, and
his religion is radically wrong whose
politics are wrong."
"You may found
Plutarch says
cities without walls, without kings,
or
without theatres,
gymnasiums
a
found
can
never
but
city
you
parks,
without a God," and our great national
mistake has been, the endeavor to
eliminate God from our politics.
It was Doctor Talmage who said,
that American slavery was a pet lamb
compared with the red dragon of the
rum traffic. Think of all the families
which have been robbed of fathers and
brothers and sons; all the states of the
union that have been despoiled of
their mightiest men; all the churches
of Jesus Christ which find the chief
obstacle to the advancement of re- ligion in the appetite for strong drink,
and all the intelligence, and all the
patriotism, and all the enthusiasm of
itself into an
the land will yet pack
"
avalanche that will come crushing
down upon this, the worst evil that
ever afflicted a nation. There may be
defeats before we get the final victory,
but victory will come as surely as
there is a God in Heaven.
There are today in r.pund numbers
about 190,000 churches, in the United
States, suppose each church averages
a deprivation of one member a year
through the saloon. This is a low
average. It means an actual deprivation of the church by the saloons of
100,000 church member per year, or
over 900 congregations of 200 members each. Therefore, let the church
strenuously war against the saloon as
a means of increasing her membership and saving men.
People of the highest scientific attainments, the highest character, and
the highest rank are making the most
searching investigation of the alcohol
there will be held
question. July
in London, the Twelfth International
Congress on Alcoholism. Its list of ofthree archbishops,
ficers includes
many bishops, seventeen members of
parliament, and more than one hundred other noted personages, including Lady Henry Somerset, with the
Right Hon. John Burns as a labor
leader, and Admiral Bersford of the
British navy, to represent the fighting force.
We quote below opinions and facts
from some of our greatest and best
18-2-

men.

Outside of hell there is nothing so
hideous as a home where parents
drink. The drinker is most cruel.
Drink is a destroying angel o the
ipeace of the home. Women are too
lenient about their husbands and
others drinking a little. Drunkenness is a moral sin, and the drunkard
a bad man in every way. Archbishop
Ireland.
The claim of the saloon element that
license and liberty are synonymous is
true to the extent that license gives
"liberty" to do wrong; rob a man of
his reason, conscience and will; to
rob his family of love, happiness and
comfort; to fill the alms houses, jails
and prisons with saloon victims. The
heart of humanity is too kind; the
wisdom of the people too great to be
misled bv the sophistries of the organized liquor interests of this
try. Lillian M. N. Stevens. ,
The liquor traffic is cancer in society, eating out its vitals and
threatening destruction, and all at
tempts to regulate it will aggravate the
evil.- There must be no attempt to
regulate the cancer; it must be eradi
cated, not a root must be left be
hind, for until this is done all .classes
must continue in danger of becoming
victims of strong drink. If the liquor
traffic is not a sin. tnen there is no
sin. Abraham Lincoln.
The friends of the saloon keepers de
nounce their opponents for not treat
ing the saloon business like any other,
The best answer to this is that the
business is not like any other business, and that the actions of the saloon keepers themselves conclusively
iprove this to be the case. It tends to
produce criminality In the population
at large, and law breaking among the
saloon keepers themselves. When the
liquor men are ollowed to do as they
wish, they are sure to debauch, not
only the body social, but the body
politic also. Bx.President Roosevelt.
President William H. Taft in an interview says: "Speaking from my experience in public life covering many
years, I can say .that to the active individual, drinking is unsafe and a
iinderance to success. To the youth
coun-cou- n

-

BOY

who is actively engaged in responsible
work, to him who must have at his
command the best that is In him at its
best, to him who is at the habit forming period of his existence, to him I
would, with all the emphasis which
I possess, advise and urge leave drink
Even if some can
alone, absolutely.
'take it and leave it alone,' too quote
a common phrase, nothing is gained
by its moderate use, and the risk he
unnecessarily incurs Is at all times imminent. Personally, I refuse to take
such a risk. I do not drink. It is reported that Mrs. Taft has taken her
stand against the use of wines at the
state dinners to be given at the
Mrs. Taft's father,
White House.
of
Ohio, was law partHerron,
Judge
ner of Rutherford Hayes, and al
though but a girl at the time of Mrs.
Hayes' occupancy of the White House,
Mrs. Taft is fullv aware of the posi
tion taken by President and Mrs.
Hayes in serving no liquors to their
guests." And who in New Mexico
is not proud of our own governor and
grateful for the stand he has taken in
banishing intoxicants from public receptions in the executive mansion. By
setting an example so high has won
the respect and love of every mother

Colo.,
Trinidad,
July 3. Yelling
while his clothing was ablaze from
firecrackers, Juan Dominguez created
considerable excitement by running
down Commercial street and jumping
into the river. After the fire in his
clothing had been extinguished he
waded to shore none the worse for
his ducking.
had purchased fireDominguez
crackers, which he carried in his coat
pocket, and a friend who thought it
would he a pood 1oke litrhted the
When they commenced
crackers.
popping the Mexican started to run
and the breeze fanned his clothing!
into flames. Had he not jumped into the river he might have been
burned to death.'

Lemuel Franklin Yates, Clerk of the
First Territorial Legislature of
Colorado, Succumbs.

,

the Price of
Peace.
The terrible itching and smarting,
incident to certain skin diseases, is almost instantly allayed by applying
25
Chamberlain's Srlve.
Prince,
cents. For sale by all druggists.
Cents is

J

35

American Association.
Minneapolis 1; St Paul 3.
FOR SALE Piano. Cash $40. AdMilwaukee 6; Louisville 1.
dress Box 115, City.
Pacific Coast League.
Los Angeles 6; Vernon 0.
FOR SALE Good
upright piano
Portland 3; Oakland 1.
nqulre at Wagner Furniture companj
San Francisco 6; Sacramento 0.
store.
It is an admitted tact that real es
financial men and merchants all
FOR RENT House with bath and tate,
that
say
quickest and best remits
modern
conveniences.
Inquire 117 obtainsd by advertising
the New
Grant avenue.
Mexican.
SITUATION WANTED By experienced male stenographer and bookkeeper. Address "P. C." this office.
MEN WANTED

To collect
roots, barks, herbs, etc. For
particulars, enclosing stamp, write to
J. C. Zehring & Co., Lebanon, Pa.
medi-cin-

BASEBALL.

SUMMER

HOW THEY STAND.
National League.
Won. Lost. P. C.

Pittsburg
Cincinnati
Philadelphia

32

16
23
23
30

28

32

St. Louis

25

Brooklyn
Boston

21

35
30
43

45

Chicago
New York

39

..34

17

mis

.738
.C29
.59G

TO

45
37

Boston
Cleveland
New York
Chicago
St. Louis

36

21
26
29

.682
.587

32

31

.50S

31

31
34
40
41

.500
.443
.375
.339

27
24

21

Washington
Western

$50.35
KANSAS CITY, iMO

36

Sioux City

34

Topeka

30

24
24
26
27
29
31
35
39

.600
.586
.536
.526
.517
.492
.407
.339

Denver
30
31
Omaha
30
Des Moines
24
Pueblo
Lincoln
20
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Boston at Philadelphia.
New York at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
American League.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Detroit at Cleveland.
Washington at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.
Western League.
Sioux City at Wichita.
Lincoln at Topeka.
Omaha at Denver.
Pueblo at Des Moines.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
St. Louis 5; Cincinnati 1.
New York 5; Brooklyn 3.
Philadelphia 5; Boston 4.
Philadelphia 0; Boston 3.
Pittsburg 0; Chicago 8.
Pittsburg 4; Chicago 2.
American League.
Chicago 15; St. Louis 3.

D. M. HOOVER & SON

-

$35.35

.554

ST. LOUIS, MO.

$44.35
DENVER, COLO.

League.
Won. Lost. P. C.

Wichita

ILLS.

CHICAGO,

American Learjue.
Won. Lost. P. C.

Detroit
Philadelphia

Hates

SANTA FE N, M.

.510
.467
.417
.350
.283

$21.10
PUEBLO, COLO.

$16.35
COLORADO SPRINGS,

$18.15
CITY OP MEXICO

$52.45
PITTSBURGH, PA.

$67.30
SEATTLE, WASH.,

$55.90
TICKETS will be on sale dally
June 1st. to Sept. 30th. Good for
return passage until October 31st.
1909.

Low Excursion rates to all parts
of United States Canada and Mexico,

via the SANTA FE.

CALIFORNIA

EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

$35.20

Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20
June 24 to July

10

July 27 to Aug. 6
Return limit Oct. 81.

FOR

Stop-oyer-

SCREEN DOORS

Doors From

$i.O

Department of Territorial Engineer.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 8, 1909.
Delay in taking Foley's Kidney
Notice is hereby given that on the
Remedy if you have backache, kidney 3rd day of June, 1909, in accordance
or bladder trouble, fastens . the dis- with Section 26. Irrigation Law of
ease upon you and makes a cure more 1907, L. A. Hughes and J. W.
s
difficult. Commence taking Foley's
of Santa Fe, county of Santa Fe,
Kidney Remedy today and you will Territory of New Mexico, made applisoon be well.' Why risk a serious cation to
the Territorial Engineer of
malady? Sold by all druggists.
New Mexico for a permit to appropriThese celebrated Hot Springs are
ate from the Public Waters of the
In the midst of the Ancient
located
NEBRASKA BANK
Territory of New Mexico.
miles west
Such appropriation is to be made Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
GUARANTY LAW from the Rio Grande at points of
of Santa
miles
north
Taos, and fifty
meander cor. No 9 of Cochlti grant
from
Lincoln, Neb.. July 3. In the fed beams N. 60 degrees V. 375 ft. By Pe, and about twelve miles
Station, on the Denver and Rio
eral court Judges Van Devanter and means of diversion and 500 cu. ft. per
Grande
re-J
Railroad, from which point a
to
Munger granted an Injunction
sec; is to be conveyed to power house
strain the new state banking Doara which is 1,200 ft. S. 80 degrees E. of daily line of stage runs to the springs.
from putting into effect the bank; intersection of boundary of Cochlti The temperture of these waters is
are
guaranty act. The constitutionality grant and Rio Grande river. By means from 90 to 122 degres. The gases
of the statute will be discussed in of ditches, etc., and there used for carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate
and delightful the entire
opinions to be filed later.
power purposes, water being returned very dry
year round. There Is now a commodThe bank deposit guaranty act was to river.
ious hotel for the convenience of inAll persons who may oppose the
passed by the last session of the
It was to become effective granting of the above application valids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
and
2,
July
preparations were made must file their objections, substan
for carrying out the provisions of the tiated by affidavits, (properly backed) omtagious diseases, are not accepted,
waters contain 1.626.24 wains
law.
with the Territorial Engineer on or fhese
Fifty state and two private banks before four weeks from date of last of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
appealed to the federal court, alleging publication hereof.
that the act confiscated property with--,
VERNOR L. SULLIVAN,
1
out due process of law.
Territorial Engineer.

s

"Santa Fe
FOR

Coffee

NOTICE.

0.

Dr. Diaz residence.

DUDR0W

K. C. Prime, Au Jus
Chicken With Dressing
ENTREES
Baked Spagette and Cheese
VEGETABLES.
Sweet Peas
Mashed Potatoes
DESSERT.
Lemon Pie
Apple Pie
Raspberry Ice Cream

Tea

FOR RENT

SEE

Cents.
RELISHES.
Lettuce.
SOUP
Mock Turtle.
BOILED
Beef, Spinach Sauce.
ROAST.

Sunday Dinner

MIS

Detroit 3; Cleveland 2.
Philadelphia 1; Boston 0.
New York 3; Washington
Western Leaoue.
Topeka 11; Sioux City 6.
Wichita 5; Lincoln 2.

Up.

Cripple Creek, Colo., July 3. Lemuel Franklin Yates, aged 77, and a
pioneer lawyer of the state, died
rheumatism of the heart
from
rie leaves a widow, and two sons liv
ipg in Leadville.
Judge Yates, as he was familiarly
known, was a pioneer of Colorado and
was clerk of the first territorial legislature, which convened in Colorado
City in 1859. In 1876 he was elected
clerk of the first state senate, follow
of Colorado into j
ing
the Union. He was long the leading
lawyer of the state, and was associated during the early days with former Senator Henry M. Teller,
Thomas and T. M. Patterson
and was a close friend of D. H. Mof-

Twenty-Fiv- e

Cofonado Cafe

FIRE CRACKERS
SET BOY ON FIRE

PIONEER LAWYER DEAD
AT CRIPPLE CREEK

:

Spokane, Wash., July 3. Announcement is made by Ernest Hart, 512
Riverside avenue, Spokane, that a defense fund of $1,000 is being gathered
by popular subscription to test the
law, passed by the last
legislature of Washington, as part of
the criminal code, effective June 12,
declaring the possession of cigarettes
or cigarette papers a misdemeanor.
It is believed that outside manufact
urers and local dealers are backing
the movement, in which is included a
plan to organize clubs throughout the
state to fight the measure and oppose
of those who voted for
the
its passage, This campaign is the
direct result of a statement in open
court by S. A. Mann, police judge in
Spokane, who declared that while it
may be a ood law the provision re- lasting to cigarettes appeared farcial
to him and he questioned if it will
stand a test. Prominent members of
the bar in Eastern Washington say
that the new law is an excellent thing
so far as it relates to prohibiting children from smoking paper sticks, but
that is an invasion of personal liberty
where it concerns an adult. They believe it will fail in a test.

:

Many people with chronic throat
and lung trouble have found com
fort and relief in Foley's Honey and
Tar as it cures stubborn coughs after
other treatment has failed. L. M.
Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes: 'The
doctors said I had consumption and I
got no better until I took Foley's Hon.
ey and Tar. It stopped the hemorrhages and pain in my lungs and they
are now as sound as a bullet." Sold
by all druggists.

;

DEFENSE FUND

e

invited.

"

TO DEATH

Tried to Stop Runaway.
Denver, Colo., July 3. While at
tempeting to capture a runaway stal
lion from his father's corral, Edward
son of Charles
Everett, the a
E. Everett, who owns a ranch six
miles from Parker, Colorado, was pulled from the back of another horse,
trampled upon and was so badly injured that he died at the home of his
uncle in this city. The family was
seated at their noon meal when they
heard a violent crash which seemed
to come from the direction of the
corral. The father and son ran out
to see what was the trouble. When
they arrived in the yard they found
that one of Mr. Everett's large stallions had broken away and was running
madly down the road.
"
Young Everett jumped on the back
of an old buggy horse and gave chase.
About a mile from the ranch the runaway horse turned abruptly on the
pursuing horse and his rider. Without
warning, the stallion
grabbed the
boy's coat in his teeth and jerked him
to the ground. The maddened beast
jumped upon the lad, almost crushing
the life out of him.
The father fearing that his son had
met with some accident followed
about an hour later. He found his CORPORATIONS FAIL
son bleeding from several gashes in
TO PAY TAXES
his body, inflicted by the hoofs of the
big stallion.
Denver, Colo., July 3. Seven thouThe boy was brought immediately
sand
three hundred corporations, both
to Denver, where he died.
foreign and domestic, have failed to
pay their flat tax assessment, totaling
HIS SPOUSE
more than $400,000, according to a
to James B. Pearce
SEES GHOSTS report submitted
secretary of state, Thursday by a
corps of experts' who have been exSpokane, Wash., July 3. Declaring
amining the books of that department
that his wife dailv threatens him with since the flat tax law become effectviolence at the hands of her "spooks," ive.
Fred Jankin of Garfield, Washington,
south of Spokane, has filed a petition
in the Whitman county superior court
for divorce from Emma Jankin, whom
he married at Rathdrum, Idaho, October 31, 1908. Jankin alleges that soon
Cathedral.
after they were married his wife beFirst mass at 6 o'clock a. m.
gan a systematic course of occult pracSecond mass at 9:30. Sermon in
tices and would "call up" the spirits English.
of her relatives and acquaintances at
Third mass at 10:30. Sermon in
all hours of the day and night for Spanish.
At 6 30 p. m. Vespers and Benedicthe sole purpose of annoying him. He
was importuned to join circles and tion.
seances, and he adds, because he ob- Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal)
Rev. W. R. Dye, in charge. Sunjected, his wife threatened him with
school at 9:45 a. m. Morning
day,
He
violence.
also says in his petition
that his wife repeatedly charged him prayer with sermon at 11 o'clock.
with being untrue to her, declaring". Evening prayer at 5 o'clock. Litany
she had received information from service Wednesday morning at 9:30
the "spirits" of departed friends, with o'clock. Seats free. All cordially inwhom she was in daily communica-- l vited.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
tion. Jankin says that at the time of
their marriage he did not know Mrs. Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning preaching service at 11
Jankin was interested in spiritualism,
which is the chief basis for the action. o'clock. Subject: "The Flag and the
Cross."
Epworth League at 7 p. m.
Years.
Over Thirty-Fiv- e
Evening preaching service at 7:45.
In 1872 there was a great deal of
"Bad Investments."
inSubject:
cholera
and
diarrhoea, dysentery
REV. E. C. ANDERSON,
fantum. It was at this time that
Pastor.
and
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Presbyterian.
Diarrhoea Remedy was first brought
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m.
Into use. It proved more successful
Christian Endeavor at 3:30 and
than any other remedy or treatment,
arA hat fnr thlrtv-fiv- o
vpnra maintain 6:30 p. m.
ed that reeord. From a small beginPublic worship at 11 a. m. and 8
ning its sale and use has extended to' p. m.
every part of the United States andi Rev. J. B. Galloway. D. D.. will
to many foreign countries. Nine drug preach at both morning and evening
gists out of ten will recommend it service. Everybody welcome.
when their opinion is asked, although
The Lord's supper will be celebrated
they have other medicines that pay at the forenoon service.
them a greater profit. It can always
The morning sermon will be on
be depended upon, even in the most "Christ" and the evening sermon on
severe and dangerous cases. For sale "Abraham."
by all druggists.

nt

t."

RAISING A LARGE

Infuriated Stallion Turns on Fourteen
Year Old Son of Rancher Who

in the Territory and makes safer the
path for the coming feet.
The practice of total abstinence by
so many of our great men, and the ab
sence of intoxicants at social functions
in the homes of those high in author-- '
ity should convince us all that the
customs of social life do not demand
to the world the imprint of a life,
that coes on in one endless chain,
printing upon other lives. To be
great in learning, great in science and
great in battles, all these are honors
highly to be prized, but the highest
honor that mankind can leave to the
of
nation of tomorrow is the imD-ian unspotted, noble,
life. It is the upward march of a
nation that makes a great naticn,
and wise is the ruler who throws
around the humblest and weakest citizen a protecting arm. To protect the
boy and girl is to protect the home,
and the protection of the home is the
protection of a nation. How much bet
ter to prevent than to punish crime.
How much better to prevent the fall
of the child than to rescue him after
he has fallen.
A father took his little boy upon his
knee and told him the story of a lost
lamb, how it found a hole in the
hedge and crawled through, how glad
it was to get away, how it skipped
and played in the sunshine until it
wandered so far that it could not find
its way back. And then he told him
how the wolf chased it, and how
finally the good shepherd rescued it,
and carried it back to the fold. The
little fellow did not sayi a word until
he got to that part of the story where
the shepherd had caned the Iamb,
wounded and bleeding back to the
fold, when he exclaimed: "Say, Papa,
did he nail up the hole in the fence?'
The endeavor of the Woman's Christ
ian Temperance Union is to nail up
the holes in the fence, to make town
or city a safe place for every boy and
girl, ever trying to make It easy for
them to do right and hard for them
to do wrong, and we believe the day
is near at hand in New Mexico. Aye,
verily is here, when noble men will
show their faith in God and love for
humainty and willingly sacrifice for
the people's best good.
Preparations are now under headway for the last silver medal contest.
This entertainment will be held July
15th in the Elks' new opera house, and
promises to be the best of the series.
Regular meeting of the W. C. T. U.
Tuesday, July 6th. Everyody cordially

fat.'
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INFORMATION,
FOR DIVERSE
ROUTES,
CALL ON OR ADDRESS

H. S. Lutz,
Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Ray-nold-

0JD CALIEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.

-

Bar-anc- o

;

legis-lateur-

e.

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Stage meets Denver
per month.
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Callente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars
address:
.

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Proorietor.
0JCll9iiU.Ta)i, CointyN
JW
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county Institute during the CANVASS FOR
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL Arriba
lust three weeks of July.

PHONE

PHONE

(Continued

NO. 92.

NO. 92.

HAYWARD'S

MAKKET

AND

QUANTITY

QUALITY

for this purpose the large rooms and
the veranda helny nsnrt Dnlntv favors
mostly of a Japanese character were
given. After the card playing had
reached an end, the guests repaired to
the beautiful lawn where large tables
had been placed, and here a delightful
supper was served amid the pleasing
strains from the Ramirez orchestra.
The supper lasted well up to midnight.
Following the repast, dancing was In- dulged In, this feature of the event
finding its way well Into the early
Those present
hours of morning.
were: Governor Curry, Miss Madden,
Mrs. A. B. Fall, Misses Fall, Nathan
Jaffa, Mrs. Jaffa, Miss Jaffa, Mr. and
Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Mrs. J. B. Hanna,
S. Spitz, Mrs.
Spitz, Miss Spitz,
R.
J.
Major
Palen, Mrs. Palen, Mrs.
Dr. Massie,
Hardinge, Dr. Knapp,
Misses Massie, Gen. John W, March,
Dr. McCarthy, Manuel Otero, Judge
McFie, Mrs. McFie, Miss McFie, John
McFie, J. Frank Curns, Mrs. Curns,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop, Miss Lord,
T. Z. Winter, Mrs. T. Z. Winter, S. G.
CartwrigM. Mrs. H. D. Moulton, Miss
Grygla, M. Stanton, Leslie A. Gillett,
Frank J. Lrvan. Theodore U. Espe,
Mr. McGibbon, Miss McGibbon, H. P.
Bardshar, Mrs. H. P. Bardshar, Frank
Mrs. R. L.
McKaw, R. L. Baca
Baca, Mrs. Gibson, Mrs, Fiske, Mrs.
Mr.
Norman
McDonald,
King,
Gouchey, Mrs. Gouchey.
H. E. Finney, piano tuner of Chicago, arrived in the city and is calling on his partons. Mr, Finney will
be here about two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bishop returned today from a visit to Pawtucket,
Rhode Island, which proved a very enjoyable one. Their daughter, Marion,
will remain in the east for the

at prices

tomorrow

We are going; to give you Kansas City Meats
that will make you set up and take notice.

IT
-

.

.

6 cts. Rolled Roast, no bone, id. .. ..u cis
Boiled, per pound
Pot Roast, per pound 20 to 15 cts. Shoulder Steak, 2 lbs. for.. 25 cts
and 15 cts.
15 cts. Rump Roast, ...12
Round Steak
ftA

J.

PORK
2

15 cts.

Roasts per lb.

Chop

20

cts.

2

Sausage

lbs. for 25 cents.

UTTON

Kansas City the best what is. And the price is right.

V E
Roasts per

lb. 15 cents.

Stew,

2

lbs. for

25

cents.

KIDS

These are fine big fat fellows, and we are going to sell them tomor
row
One-hal-

75

f,

cts.

Fore Quarters

Hind Quarters 50 cts.

35

cts.

We have a fine lot of Estaucia Valley Chix which
here, 20 cts. per pound.

we

B

Vegetables

Turnips,
Onions,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Lettuce, Celery,' Young
Beets, Carrots, Spinach,' Wax Beans.
New Peas, 5 cts. lb. 6 for 25 cts.
Order, your Sunday dinner from us, you will be more than satisfied.

NO. 92.

12,-00-

MINOR

KM

ii

CITY TOPICS

DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 2, 1909.

Try our ground alfalfa meal. Best
chicken feed or earth. Leo Hersch,
San Francisco Street.
No New Mexican on Monday
There will be no issue of the New
Mexican on Monday.
New Line of Local View post cards
& Co.
best ever. Stripling-Burrow- s
Concert Sunday The First Regimental band will give their usual
Sunday evening concert at 7:30 p. m.
tomorrow nisrht
Parole Board Meets The parole
board of the penitentiary met yesterday to recommend the paroling of

Marcelino A. Ortiz, room No.

EXERCISING PRIVILEGE
OF RECALL

-

certain prisoners.
Parties desiring to rent houses or
buy city property will do well to see

-

9, Ca-

tron block.

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

$4.50 per ton
"
5,25
6.00

Screened Raton Lump
Monero "
Cerrilios "

j
i

Anthracite Coal all siaes
Smithing Coal

Sawecl Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Nmt A.

T,

A

C F. Depot

Phon No.

88. Office Garfield

Atmiw,

DUDROW & flONTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Arrested for Larceny Jesse SinSpokane, Wash., July 3. Charged
clair of Hollene, was brought to Texi-co- , with defeating the will of the people,
Curry county, this week, to an- Councilman Leonard Funk, a promiswer the charge of horse stealing. He nent labor union man, and Edward V.
was held in S500 bail.
Lambert, a master plumber, may have
Telegraph Wires in Trouble Both to secure indorsement at the polls
yesterday and this afternoon, thunder-- from their constituents or reeire from
storms in the mountains tied up the the city council. This is in accord- telegraph wires and abbreviated the ance with the provisions of the recall
New Mexican's Associated Press re- - amendment adopted at the last muni- cipal election in Spokane. The peti- port.
Do Not Miss the Game All off for tion against Mr. Funk sets forth that
the ball game between the Estancia he is not working in the best interests
Greys and the Santa Fe ball team, of the people of his ward; that he is
tomorrow afternoon at 3 p. m. at the not carrying out his
Brother's College. If you don't see pledges to have city work done by
the game you will be missing some- - day labor, and that he is working in
thing worth while. You will see an the interest of contractors. Thomas
exhibition that will open your eyes. RorU and Frank Green are leaders of
Admission 35 cents. Grand stand free. the movement.
The charges against
Chicken wheat at Leo Hersch's.
Councilman Lambert are that he is
Special Rate to Los Angeles At- not carrying out the expressed wishes
tention is called to the special rate of the people and that his work in the
offered by the Santa Fe railroad to
city council is not satisfactory. The
Los Angeles and return. The fare two members
emphatically deny the
for the round trip on acount of the
contained in the petitions and
charges
Elks' Convention is $35.20. Tickets say they are ready, and willing to go
will be on sale daily up to the tenth before the constituents on their recof July inclusive, and will be good ords.
returning until October 31st. First

and best of
class accommodations
ALL IN READINESS
comfort.
Object to Coal Shed and New Track
FOR FOURTH
Citizens on the south side are bit
ter over the erection of a large and VMrvtMnir is nw in readings for
unsightly coal shed and the clouds of
celebratlon of the Fourth of July.
I
O
r fn ,1 rA of flirt
'
uuol ftmrrt nnal r r
is to take place on Monday.
whlch
foot of Montezuma avenue, as we 1
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAAMN6
in charge has provid-a- s
committee
The
a new side track that has been
ich W"l be
ed
2 Houee.
8enfdld prof
laid across the avenue. They depend
1M Palace Avenue. Elke Hall.
Telephone 142. Nihi
Plaza
the
carrled
upon the city authorities to remedy
111 be racea of every de8CriPtln
ln;
the nuisance. Complaint is also marle
cludInS
81uaw races' sack races' boys
over the Capitol sewer which should
be taken to an outlet outside of the races, girls' races, etc. A greased pig
and everyone will
cuy limits. This is up to the Capitol is 'to he turned loose
AND
to
catch it. The
a
chance
Board.
Custodian
jbe given
''.
tt
in
succeeds
who
holding on to
- one
Ranch
William
Wila
A.
Buys
CHIMAYO
will
be permitted
larded
porcine
liams, formerly of Kennedy, has pur- - the
or
the
remain
to
unhappy
happy
Nusbaum
Simon
the
ranch at
chased
BLANKETS
tt
and has also leased the Al- - sessor.. Many other amusing features
tt
tt phonse Dockwiller ranch which ad-- ' of entertainment will form part of the
nii,.nnnn'i nrnpeodlnes.
'
' '
joins. Williams brought with him from OIIWMWUH
tt Kennedy over seven hundred chickens
Fireworks Unexcelled.
In the evening a display of firett and a large number of hogs. He will works
will be the feature. Never betake care of the business formerly
tt
Santa Fe has such a magniin
on
who
fore
tt carried
on
by Dockwiller,
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
tt
of pyrotechnics been seen.
line
ficent
for
will
a
tour
leave
of
1st
the
tt August
tt
the pieces to be used are
all
of
West.
Nearly
kind
and many surprises will
new
Leo
at
of
Hersch's.
a
Sets
Onion
tt
Rio Arriba County's Teachers' In- be sprung.
;
The Big Dance.
tt stitute On Monday, the teachers' in.
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir tt
After' the fireworks display there
stitute for Rio Arriba county, will conWe will shortly have in a full line of
''
dance ' at
the
a
Brum-bacW1H
Mrs.
at
Nora
vene
Espanola.
tt
i. tt
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
Board of Trade. This afof Estancia wn be in charge Womi-u- S
tt
tt the first week, for Mrs. George Dixon fair promises to be ene of the mostwho assisted Mrs. Brumbacii at Be deliehtful ever given. Morrison's ortt
tt len ln the holding of the Valencia' chestra will be on hand for the occa- Proprietor.
l itself should be
Mrs. Dixon left this sion and a?
tt county institute.
nt for all lovers of
indi
to
for Denver
attend the Na- flcient
301 303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
psichore to attend.
tt tlonal Educational Association and the art ot
return in time to conduct the Rio erybody is invited. .
1

11

fl CHOICE LINE OF

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

g

h

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S. CANDELARIO

u

o 'O

(Continued from Page One.)

tion to strike out the testimony of
two witnesses for lack of notice to
attorney in the Caja del Rio Grande
grant partition suit. The testimony
was ordered stricken out with leave,
however, to hear the witnesses after
due notice to attorneys by July 22.
Land Office Appointments.

Frank Farmer of New York, and
Charles B. Barker of Beulah, New
Mexico, have been appointed as practical miners at the local general land
office.
O. C. Gibbs of Maryland,

has been
recently appointed a special agent at
the local general land office.

CONTRIBUTED TO
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Historical Society has just ob
tained through the courtesy of President Palen one of the original certificates of stock in the First National
Bank of Santa Fe as they were issued
in the fear 1870. The certificate contains a' portrait of Lucien B. Maxwell
with a cigar in his mouth, Mr. Maxwell having been tne founder and
first president of the bank as well as
the owner of the celebrated Maxwell
grant.
The society has also been presented
by Raymond Haacke with a certificate
of contribution to the Great Western
Sanitary Fair, issued to his father
Henry Haacke, under date of December 21, 1863, and signed by Major
General Rosecrans who was president
of the fair.

MARKETKEPORT

3--

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
General
FRANK F GORMLEY Merchandiae

1!

436 Canon Road
rnona Black 19

No.

4

SANTA

"E, N.M.

CASH

Grocery

g

No.

4

Bakery

WE ARE STILL SELLING

ugar

uB

CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE
BY THE SACK AT A BETTER PRICE

Your money back if you cau
buy better at any price than

Belle

Butter

Spring

Creamery

30

c

COFFEE

PREMIER, BARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIESTA 4()c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
TV,- -. There is no Coffee to equal the above for
1
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
return
it to us and we will cheerfully reIf
fund your money

rJ

Just
1

Klgflt

'

Ev-wi- ll

V

YEARS.

FORTY-FIV-

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, July 3 Prime paper
3
Mexican dollars 44.
WILL PLANT BIG
New York, July 3. Silver 50
LIVE STOCK.
GERMAN COLONY
Chicago, 111., July 3. Cattle ReBeeves,
Spokane, Wash., July 3. Plans ceipts, 400; market steady.
have been completed by J. G. Craw- $5.207.40; Texas steers, $4.756.25;
ford of Heppner, Ore., to place 1,000 Western steers, $4.806.25; stockers
cows and
German and Hungarian families south and feeders, $3.505.30;
west of Spokane. The land was for- heifers, $2.506.50; calves, $5.00
merly part of the Woolery estate and 7.50.
market
9,000;
Hogs
is now owned by Portland people.
Receipts,
The colonization is to be completed generally 5 cents higher. Light, $7.25
7.90;
mixed, $7.458.10;
the coming fall. Mr. Crawford says
heavy,
the heads of many of the families are $7.508.15; rough, $7.507.70; pigs,
men of means and the others are fa- ?G.257.15; bulk of sales, $7.70(5)7.90.
Kansas City, Mo July 3. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
miliar with the various branches of
100; market steady. Native
agriculture, ihus making a valuable
addition to the southern part of the steers, $4.757.45; Southern steers,
Inland Empire. Plans are also under $3.905.85; iSouthern cows, $2.75
way to send parties of colonists into 4.25; native cows and heifers, $2.50
Stevens county and other points along 7.00; stockers and reeders, $3.50
the Columbia river in the northern 5.50; bulls, $2.755.00; calves, $3.75
part of Washington, where are thou- 7.00; Western steers, $4.756.80;
sands of acres of lands adapted to Western cows, $3.005.25.
growing cereals and all kinds of vine
Hogs
Receipts, 1,000; market 5
and tree fruits. There is also a move- cents higher.
Bulk or sales, $7.60
ment on foot in Spokane to provide 7.95; heavy, $7.908.00; packers and
lands owned by the government and butchers, $7.757.95; light, $7.40
the state to those who are not suc- 7.85; pigs, $6.007.25.
cessful in the big lottery organized by
No sheep.

1

NAVAJO

'FOR FIVE CENTS

DIVORCE AFTER

I

.

H

William

e

anti-electio- n

Black and White Hearse.

3.

Spokane has started a
personal canvass to secure 5,000 signatures, representing 50 per cent of
the number of qualified electors voting, to a petition cIung a special
election for October 5, to decide
whether or not the sale of intoxicating
liquors shall continue in Spokane.
The city will be voted on as a unit,
and it is likely that a special vote will
also be taken in the county.
"There will be a convention of
representative men of 10 counties In
eastern Washington in Spokane about
the middle of July," said Mr. Monten,
"and at this time it is probable that
plans will be outlined to make a fight
throughout the state of Washington in
the Interest of local option. We look
to the churches to join us in the movement and the Fourth of July should
see the campaign well under way. We
expect to win out hands down.
"I desire to say at the outset that
my interest in this campaign is not
in any way intended to discredit the
administration of Mayor Nelson S.
Pratt, for if ever Spokane had a cap
able, fearless and outspoken chief executive it has such an official in him.
He has enforced the law as far as
he was In position to do, but the persistent refusal of the saloon forces to
join in an effort to uphold the law is
mainly responsible for making the
saloon the same old institution it has

0

Maximum temperature, 78 degrees,
at 2:15 p. m. Maximum temperature,
53 degres, at 5:30 a. m.
Mean temperature, GG degrees. Departure from
normal, minus 3 degres. Relative humidity at G a. m., 84 per cent. Relative humidity at 6 p. m., 39 per cent.
Relative humidity, average for the
day, (!2 per cent. Lowest temperature during last night, 5G degrees.
Precipitation for the 24 hours ending
at G a. m. today a trace of rain. Temperature at 6 a. m. today, 63 degrees.
Remarks: Showers in vicinity during
the day and in the west at night. Apparently a heavy rain fell over Baldy
and Lake peaks during the afternoon
and in the west and northwest last
niSht. vivid lightning having been on
served from early evening until late
into the night.

PHONE

Spokane, Wash., July
A. Monten of

state-wid-

Denver, Colo., July 3. Forecast for New Mexico: Generally fair tonisht and Sunday
with stationary temperature.

Oranges 30 to 60 cts, per dozen.
Cantaloupes, 2 for 25 cts.
Strawberries 15 cts per box.
Fine Alabama Sweets, 2 cts.
30
cents
fine
ones,
the
per dozen.
big juicy
Lemons,
Peaches, Plums, Apricots, etc.

HAYWARD'S

in

5,000 SIGNATURES

Fair Weather Tomorrow Such is
the prediction for toe Fourth by the
Weather Bureau. Yesterday and today showers fell all around In the
mountains. In the west, storms were
observed all night, while on the Lake
Peaks and Mount Baldy vivid lightning played and it was evident that
the rain was heavy. Yesterday the
maximum temperature was 78 de
grees and the minimum was down to
511
degrees, The relative humidity at
6 p. m. last evening dropped to 39
per cent. There was a trace of rain
during the day.
Serious Water Shortage' at AlbuquerqueWhile the spillway at the
Santa Fe reservoir is still running
over and the gigantic reservoir is always been."
brim full of the water derived from the
Officers and members of associamelting snows at an elevation of
tions, composed, of saloon and cafe
on the Lake peaks, absolutely
owners, declare they have nothing to
Albuquerque is suffer- fear, for the reason they are obeying
ing from a water shortage. It is pro- the laws and are routing the disreputposed to run water from the acequias able barrel houses and ginneries, as
out of the Rio Grande into the water well as keeping women out of their
If the people decide
supply system, and the Albuquerque places.
that
Morning Journal prints a resolution
prohibition is desirable
of the city council which says that they will abide by the result, they
there is a serious water shortage and add, but local option is an entirely difthat irrigation must be restricted to ferent proposition and they will make
a fight on the issue.
the hours between 6 and 8 p. m.

are dressing

Watermelons

PHONE

Co.

i

m

Home Dressed Poultry

Baseball at College Grounds The
bull team and the Estancia
cross
bats for the second time
Greys
this season at St. Michael's college,
tomorrow afternoon. The game starts
sbarp and admission
" 'clock P- is .5 cents.
Don t fail to see the
game. A new catcher has been secured to strengthen the Santa Fe base
ball team in the game with the Estan-cl- a
He
Greys tomorrow afternoon.
has a reputation as a handy man with
the mit. The local aggregation has
been practicing dally In preparation
f()r the game wlth tne Est.lllcia Greys
Sunday afternoon. It will sure be a
fast game.
Nearly every one knows our delicious Ice Cream with Sunday dinner,
&
you ought too. Stripling-Burrow- s

Santa Fe

From Page Five.)

Uncle Sam to dispose of 750,000 acres
of Indian lands in Washington, Idaho
and Montana in August.

.

4..

your deaUng with us
if
anything' is not just
satisfactory,
right let us know and we make it right.
You wil1 tind you

F. Andrews,

Phone

Mo.

4

J

